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UNFOLDINGS OF TANGENT TO THE IDENTITY
DIFFEOMORPHISMS
by
Javier Ribón

Abstract. — This paper is devoted to classify one dimensional unfoldings of tangent to
the identity analytic diffeomorphisms, in other words elements (f of Diff(C ,0) of the
form (x, f(x,y)) with (df /dy)(0j 0) = 1. We provide the topological classification
in absence of small divisors phenomena and an analytic classification of the finite
codimension unfoldings. Such results are based on the study of the stable structures
preserved by the diffeomorphisms. The main tool is the use of realflows.In both
the topological and the analytic cases a non-wandering property is required, namely
the Rolle property in the topological setting and infinitesimal stability in the analytic
one.
We also prove that under generic hypotheses the analytic class of an unfolding tp
depends only on the analytic classes of the germs of 1-dimensional diffeomorphisms
obtained by localizing along an irreducible component of thefixedpoints set of (p.
Résumé (Déploiements des difféomorphismes tangents à l'identité). — Cet article est consacré à la classification des déploiements à un paramètre des difféomorphismes analytiques tangents à l'identité, en d'autres termes, les éléments <p de Diff(C ,0) qui sont
de la forme (x, /(x,y)), avec (df/dy)(0,0) — 1. Nous fournissons une classification
topologique en l'absence de phénomènes de petits diviseurs et la classification analytique des déploiements de codimensionfinie.Les preuves sont basées sur l'étude
des structures stables qui sont invariants par l'action des difféomorphismes. L'outil
principal est le recours auxflotsréels. Une propriété de non-errance est nécessaire, à
savoir la propriété de Rolle dans le cas topologique et la stabilité infinitésimale dans
le cas analytique.
On prouve aussi que, sous des hypothèses génériques, la classe analytique d'un déploiement (p ne dépend que des classes analytiques des germes de difféomorphismes en
dimension 1 obtenus en localisant le long d'une composante irréductible de l'ensemble
des pointsfixesde <p.
2

2

1. Introduction
We classify one dimensional unfoldings of tangent to the identity diffeomorphisms,
i.e. elements tp of Diff (C ,0) of the form (x,f(x,y)) with (0//0f/)(O,O) = 1. The
2
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set of diffeomorphisms of the previous form is denoted by Diff pi(C2,0). We provide
a topological classification of the multi-parabolic elements of Diffpi(C2,0) and an
analytic classification of the non-degenerate ones (see section 2). Such results are
based on the study of the stable structures preserved by the diffeomorphisms whose
main tool is the use of realflows(section 3). This part of the paper is a survey of the
papers [10] (topological classification) and [12] (analytic classification).
In section 6 we present a new result. We are interested on the local behavior of
global objects. For instance in our setting we are interested on describing the nature
of (p = (x, f{x, y)) G Diffpi(C2,0) in a neighborhood of 7 \ {(0,0)} for an irreducible
component 7 of the fixed points set Fix(<p) of <p. Given (xo,y0) G 7 \ {(0,0)} we
denote by ^P(Xo,y0) the germ of (p\x=x0 m the neighborhood of y = yo. Suppose 7 is
parabolic, i.e. (<9//cty)|Fix(^) = 1- Then "part" of the Ecalle-Voronin invariants of
^(rr,y)j where (x,y) belongs to 7 \ {(0,0)}, can be extended continuously to x = 0 in
good sectors S in the parameter space. Under the proper hypothesis (see theorem
6.1) we can prove that the analytic class of (p in the neighborhood of 7 \ {(0,0)}
determines the analytic class of <p in Diff pi(C2,0). By varying the parameter x we
show that the Ecalle Voronin invariants of <P(x,y) "turn" with respect to the Ecalle
Voronin invariants of (p (see subsection 6.2). Section 6 is a small glimpse of a more
detailed work to be published.
2. Notations
We denote by X(C2,0) the group of germs of complex analytic vector fields in a
neighborhood of 0 G C2. The elements of #(C2,0) which are singular at 0 6 C2 can
be interpreted as derivations of the maximal ideal of the ring C{x, y}. We denote by
X(C2,0) the group of derivations of the maximal ideal m of the ring C[[aj,y]]. An
element X G <£(C2,0) can be expressed in the more conventional form
d
d
X = X(x) dx + X(y) dy
Let Diff (C2,0) be the group of germs of complex analytic diffeomorphisms in a
neighborhood of 0 G C2. We define Fix(<p) thefixedpoints set of (p G Diff (C2,0). We
denote by Diff i(C2,0) the subgroup of Diff (C2,0) whose elements are tangent to the
identity, i.e. given y G Diff (C2,0) then it belongs to Diffi(C2,0) if jV = Id. Let
Diff (C2,0) be the formal completion of Diff (C2,0).
We denote by Diff pi(C2,0) the subgroup of Diff (C2,0) of unfoldings of tangent to
the identity diffeomorphisms. More precisely an element ip G Diffpi(C2,0) is of the
form
<p(x,y) = (x,f(x,y))
where (df/dy)(0,0) = 1. We say that ip G Diffpi(C2,0) is non-degenerate if y o
ip(0,y) ^ y. The linear part j1^ of an element <p of Diffpi(C2,0) is of the form
(x, y + ax) for some a G C. The linear unipotent isomorphism (x, y + ax) is the
exponential of the linear nilpotent vector field axd/dy. Indeed ip is the exponential
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of a unique nilpotent formal vector field X. More precisely cp can be interpreted as
an operator g —> g o ip acting on m. The operator <p is the exponential of an operator
X acting on m as a derivation and such that jxX = axd/dy. We say that X is the
infinitesimal generator of ip. We denote logip = X.
Let <p G DiffPL(C2,0); we say that (p is multi-parabolic if (df /dy)\-psx{tp) = 1- We
denote by Diff MP(C2, 0) the set of multi-parabolic unfoldings and we call its elements
MP-diffeomorphisms.
Given (p,rj G Diffpi(C2,0) with Fix(<^) = Fix(^) we denote <£~an?7 if <p and rj are
conjugated by some a G Diff (C2,0) such that x o a = x and 0"|Fix(<p)\{a;=o} = Id.
If we replace Diff (C2,0) with the group of germs of homeomorphisms we obtain the
equivalence <£~toP?7- By replacing Diff (C2,0) with Diff (C2,0) we obtain ip^forV- I*1
the formal setting 0"|Fix(<^)\{a;=o} = Id means that y o a — y belongs to the ideal of
Fix(<£>) \ {x = 0} in the ring C[[x, y]] (supposed x o a = x).
3. Real flows
Our goal is describing the dynamics of ip G Diff pi(C2,0). Instead of trying a direct
approach we consider a continuous dynamical system similar to cp. More precisely we
choose a germ of holomorphic vector field X^ = g(x,y)d/dy satisfying the proximity
condition, namely
yotp-yo exp(X^) G (y ° <p — y)2.
Such a choice of X^ is possible [11] even if not unique. Supposed cp = exp(Xip) then
the orbits of (p would be contained in the trajectories of the real flow $t(X(p) of X^.
Anyway $t(X(p) provides a continuous "model" for the iterates of tp.
The proximity condition implies that Fix(ip) = SingX^ and that (p is formally
conjugated to exp(X^) [11].
Definition 3.1. — We say that (p satisfies the e-property if there exist open neighborhoods V C W of (0,0) such that for all (x,y) G V and j G Z satisfying
ufc€ [min(j,0),max(j,0)]nZ {exp(Xv)k(x,y)}cV
then UfcG[min(j,0),maxO-,o)]nz{^fc(^,2/)} C W and
<pj{x,y) G exp(B(0,e)Xip)(exp(X(p)j(x,y)).
We say that cp satisfies the stability property if it satisfies the e-property for any e > 0
small enough.
Theorem 3.1 (e-theorem or stability theorem). — [10] Let tp G Diff Mp(C2,0). Then cp
satisfies the stability property for every choice of X^ satisfying the proximity property.
The e-theorem implies that in the multi-parabolic case the orbits of tp and exp(X^)
remain close independently of the number of iterations. Moreover, the dynamics of
(p is roughly speaking the dynamics of exp(X^) plus some small "noise". Analyzing
the noise is not trivial since not every MP-diffeomorphism is topologically conjugated
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to the exponential of a holomorphic vector field as we will see later on. The stability
property is crucial [10] to provide a complete system of topological invariants for the
MP-diffeomorphisms. The situation in the general case is different since
Theorem 3.2. — Let cp e Diffpi(C2,0) \ Diff MP(C2,0). Then tp holds the e-property
for some choice of Xy if and only if log (p G X(C2,Q).
Proof — Denote tp(x,y) = (x,f(x,y)). Since ip 0 DiffMp(C2,0) there exists an
irreducible component 70 of Fix(ip) such that (d(y o <p)/dy)\l0 ^ 1. Up to replace (p
with (x, f{xk,y)) and 70 with one of the irreducible components of (xfc, 2/)_1(7o) for
some A; in N we can choose 70 of the form y = h(x). Up to the change of coordinates
(x,y — h(x)) we can suppose 70 = {y = 0}. Denote L(w) = (d(y o (p)/dy)(w,0).
Let w G C; denote <pw the germ of ip\x=w in the neighborhood of (w,0). Suppose
L(w) G S1 \ {1}, then the e-property implies that the sequence {(^} is normal in
some neighborhood of (w,0). Therefore ipw is analytically linearizable for any w G
L~1(S1 \ {1}) and then for any it; in a pointed neighborhood of 0 in C.
The infinitesimal generator log<^ is of the form f(x,y)d/dy for some / G C[[x,y]].
We have / = X^j>o fj(x)yj- Indeed / is transversally formal along 70, i.e. there exists
a neighborhood V C C of 0 such that fj G 0(V) for any j > 0. This is a consequence
of (pw being linearizable for any w G L~1(e2ni<^ \ {1}) [11].
Consider a path rj C V \ {0} turning once around 0 and transversal to L~1(S1).
Moreover we can suppose that whenever w G 77 fl L~1(S1) then L(w) is a Bruno
number. Denote by a(w,y) the element of Diff i(C,0) linearizing ipw. By the choice
of 77 then a is continuous in rj x Wo for some neighborhood Wo of 0 G C. As a
consequence / is a continuous function in rj x W for some neighborhood W of 0 G C.
Then there exists C G R+ such that
\fj(u>)\ < Cj for all (wj) G 77 x N.
The modulus maximum principle implies that logy? G A^C^O).

•

The previous theorem implies that the dynamics of a generic (p G Diffpi(C2,0)
is unstable. Then the stable dynamics of a vector field is not a good model of the
dynamics of (p. As a consequence the study of real flows of holomorphic vector fields
is no good to classify topologically generic elements of Diffpi(C2,0).
In spite of the previous discussion realflowsare useful to provide a complete system
of analytic invariants for non-degenerate elements of Diff pi(C2,0). Why this? This
phenomenon is linked to the rigidity of analytic structures. Roughly speaking by doing
cuts in the domain of definition of ip we can find subsets S such that the dynamics of
ip\s is stable and close to the dynamics of exp(X(p)\s- Moreover, the analytic class of
ip is determined by the analytic classes of <p\s for good choices of S (here the rigidity
in the analytic world plays a role). The cuts in the domain of definition allows us
to avoid the instability related to resonances, small divisors and renormalized return
maps. This point of view is developed in section 5 to obtain the theorem of analytic
classification.
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Theorem 33. — Consider non-degenerate elements ip,r] of'Diff pi(C2,0). Suppose that
Fix(<p) = Fix(r7). Then (p~a,nV if ^nd only if there exists r G M+ such that for any w
in a pointed neighborhood ofO the restrictions ip\x=w and rj\x=w are conjugated by an
infective holomorphic mapping defined in B(0, r) and fixing the points in Fix(<p)C\{x =

w}.
In the previous theorem the mappings conjugating the restrictions of tp and rj
to x = w do not depend a priori continuously on w. Even so we can obtain an
analytic conjugation because the spaces of orbits associated to the cuts tp\§ are rigid
(see section 5). The theorem is representative of a more general property: a nondegenerate element </? of Diffpi(C2,0) inherits the rigidity properties associated to
tp\x=o and its space of orbits.
Resuming, we can use real flows of holomorphic vector fields to catch the stable structures contained in the dynamics of tp G Diff pi(C2,0). We will use such
information to classify topologically stable elements of Diffpi(C2,0) and to classify
analytically non-degenerate elements of Diff pi(C2,0).
topological stability —> topological classification
analytic substability + rigidity of analytic structures —> analytic classification.
4. Topological classification of MP-difFeomorphisms
Consider (p £ Diff MP (C2,0). Because of the stability property its dynamics by
iteration is close to the dynamics of exp(X^). The latter one is embedded in the
dynamics of the vector field Sft(X^). The subsections 4.1, 4.2 and 4.4 are intended to
describe briefly the dynamics of ^(X(p)\x=w for w in a neighborhood of 0 G C.
In subsection 4.5 we introduce the tools to describe the instability phenomena
attached to 5R(-X^), we also explain that the dynamics of 3ft(^)|x=™ is simple for
generic values of w. That could make us think that the dynamics of $t(X<p)\x=w does
not depend on w. In subsection 4.6 we show that this is not the case if §(Fix((p)n{x =
w}) > 1 for w ^ 0.
The subsection 4.7 is intended to describe the properties of the sets Z corresponding
to unstable parameters. The limit of the dynamics of ^t(Xfp)^x-w when w G Z and
w —> 0 is more complicated than the dynamics of 5t(^^)|x=o- In order to do this, given
an analytic curve 7 C Z and a sequence of points 7 x C 3 (wn,yn) —> (0, yo) ^ (0,0),
we study the limits of the trajectories of $R(-X^) passing through points (wn,yn)
when n —> 00. There are choices of 7 and (wn,yn) such that the limit is bigger
than the closure of the trajectory of SR(-X"y>) passing through (0, yo). In subsection
4.8 we describe the evolution of the limits of trajectories with respect to 7. The
existence of big limits (or long trajectories) is invariant by topological conjugation,
their study provides the first topological invariants both for vector fields (subsection
4.9) and diffeomorphisms (subsection 4.10). These invariants are of formal type, they
only depend on the formal class of the vector field or diffeomorphism. A second
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type of invariant, namely the analytic class of ip\x=o, can be obtained by studying the
evolution of the big limits with respect to curves 7. Finally the theorem of topological
classification is presented in subsection 4.12.
4.1. Flower Type Vector Fields. — Consider the realflow5ft(£) of a complex
analytic vectorfield£ defined in an open subset V of C. Let P £ V be a singular point
of £ = a(y)d/dy\ the point P is parabolic if a!{P) = 0. Throughout this subsection
we will consider a complex analytic vector field £ defined in a neighborhood of D.
By definition the vector field 5ft(£) is offlowertype if Sing£ Pi <9D = 0 and all the
singularities are parabolic.
We define T^[Q] the trajectory of 5ft(£) in D passing through Q. We also define the
positive and negative trajectories r^5+[Q] and r^}_[Q] obtained by restraining T^[Q]
to non-negative and non-positive times respectively. The trajectory T^+fQ] is defined
for times in some interval [0, a) for some a £ R+ U {00}. Whenever a < 00 we have
Tf [Q](a) £ 9D; we denote UJ^(Q) = 00. Otherwise we denote by UJ^(Q) the omega
limit ofTE[Q]. We can define the mapping a% in an analogous way.
Remark 4.1. — Ifcj^(Q) contains a singular point P £ Sing^ thenu^(Q) = {P} since

singular points are parabolic.
4.2. The dynamical Rolle property. — We say that aflowertype vector field
5ft(£) satisfies the dynamical Rolle property if there is no connected transversal / such
that r^[Q] cuts I for two different values of time. Our definition implies that any
vector field having cycles can not hold the Rolle condition. Anyway, the definition
coincides with the usual one if all the cycles are isolated. We also call no return
property the dynamical Rolle property.
Proposition 4.1. — Let 5ft (£) be a flower type vector field. Then 5ft (£) satisfies the
dynamical Rolle property.
Proof. — Suppose that 5ft(£) does not hold the dynamical Rolle property. There
exist a trajectory 7 : [0, t] —• D of 5ft(£) and a connected transversal T c D such that
7-1(T) = {0,£}. We can suppose that T is closed and dT = {7(0), 7^)}.
Consider the bounded connected component B of C\ (7(0, t]UT). We can suppose
that B is invariant by the positive iteration of 5ft(£) by changing £ with — £ if necessary.
Choose a point Q £ B, the set u)%(Q) is either a singular point or a cycle. In the
latter case the cycle is limiting a bounded domain containing a singular point of £.
Thus we obtain Sing£ HB / 0.
The mapping exp(s£)|# : B —> B is well-defined for any s £ R+. Moreover
exp(s£)|B is tangent to the identity at the points in Sing^ ft B by theflowertype
character. By Cartan's theorem we have exp(s£)|# = Id for any s £ R+. We obtain
a contradiction since B is not contained in Sing£.
•
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4.3. Multi-parabolic vector fields
Definitional. — We denote by Xpi(C2,0) the set of vector fields of the form
g(xyy)d/dy G X(C2,Q) with g(Q,Q) = (dg/dy)(0,0) = 0. We say that an element
g(x,y)d/dy of XP\ (C2, 0) is non-degenerate if g(0,y) ^ 0.
Definition 4.2. — We say that X = g{x, y)d/dy G X(C2,0) is a multi-parabolic vector
field ¿/#(0,0) = 0 and (dg/dy)\singx = 0- We denote by XMp(C2,Q) the set of multiparabolic vector fields.
Definition 4.3. — A vectorfieldX G Xpi(C2,0) is of the form xrn^h(x,y)d/dy with
h(0,y) ^ 0. The radical ideal y/(Ji) is generated by some k G C{x,y}; we denote by
N(X) the order v(k(0,y)) at y = 0. Indeed N(X) is the cardinal of {x = w}C\SingX
for w ^ 0. We define v(X) as v(h(0,y)) — 1. We can define m((p) = m(Xip)}
N(<p) = N(X^) and v(ip) = u(X^).
Clearly a vector field X G Xpi(C2,0) is nilpotent. Moreover given a nilpotent germ
of vector field Y G X(C2,0) we have that exp(y) belongs to Diff MP(C2,0) (resp.
DifTpi(C2,0)) if and only if Y G XMP(C2,Q) (resp. Y G Xpl{C2,0)).
Remark 4.2. — LetX G XMP(C2,0).
The multi-parabolic character excludes unstable
behavior. Indeed $l(X)\x=w enjoys the no-return property for any w in a neighborhood

ofO (prop. 4.1.)
In the case N = 1, m = 0 both multi-parabolic vector fields and diffeomorphisms
are topological products. The problem of topological classification can be reduced to
the setting of tangent to the identity diffeomorphisms in one variable.
Proposition 4.2. — Let (p,rj G Diff MP (C2,0) with Fix((p) = Fix(ry). Suppose that
N(ip) = 1 and m(ip) = 0. Then we have ^p^topVThe case iV = l , m > 0 is a sort of singular "reparametrization" of the previous
one since X = xm(x^Y with m(Y) = 0 and x is constant in x = w. We can use the
one variable techniques to provide a complete system of topological invariants. Analogously the case N = 0 (and then m > 0) is also simple since it is a reparametrization
of a regular case. Indeed proposition 4.2 is also valid for N = 0. From now on we
focus on the most interesting case, namely N > 1. We will suppose the condition of
non-degeneracy m = 0, it is not necessary but the presentation is simpler.
4.4. The graph. — Consider X G XMP(C2,0). Let us fix a domain of definition
Ue = B(0, S) x 5(0, e) for some e, S > 0 small enough. We denote T^ [Q] the trajectory
of $l(X) in Ue passing through Q. Analogously to subsection 4.2 we can define aex
and uoex.
We can associate an oriented graph Gx,w ^° ^(^0|{w}xJ3(o,e)- The vertices are
the elements of SingX n {x = w}. Consider the space Sp(w) of trajectories 7 of
5R(-X")|{M,}XjB(o,€) sucn that (a,a;)3c(7) G SingX x SingX. The edges of Qex w are the
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FIGURE 1. Qx,w and AfGx,w for X = y2(y- x)2d/dy and w G M+
isotopy classes of those trajectories in Sp(w). We define the unoriented graph MG€Xw
obtained from Qx w by removing the reflexive edges and the orientation.
Proposition 4.3. — Let X G XMP^2,

0). Then AfGx w has no cycles.

The proposition shares the spirit of the no-return property and they have analogous
proofs. The lack of connectedness of MG€X^W is related to the existence of "long"
trajectories.
Proposition 4.4. — Let X £ XMP(C2,0).
implies that MGeXw is connected.

Then (ax,wx)~l(oo, oo) Pi {x = w} = 0

Proof. — Let Gi, ..., Gi be the set of connected components of MGeXw. Denote by
Sj the set of vertexes of Gj for any j G { 1 , . . . , /}. We define
Fj = ({a'xrHSj) U (u'xrHSj)) fl (({«,} x B(0,e)) \ SingX) Vj € {1,...,/}.
By the open character of parabolic fixed points we obtain that Fj is an open set for
j G { 1 , . . . , I}. Moreover, we have FjDFk = 0 for j ^ fc since Gj and Gk are different
connected components of MG€Xw. Then (a^,o;3^)~1(oo, oo) D {x = w} = 0 implies
({w} x 5(0,€)) \ SingX = U ^ ! ^ .
The set ({w} x B(0, e)) \ SingX is connected, thus we get / = 1.

•

Remark4.3. — It can be proved that (a^,c«;^)~1(oo,oo) fl {x — w} = 0 and the
connectedness ofMGXw are equivalent for any w in some neighborhood ofO.
4.5. Quantitative analysis of trajectories. —

Let X

= g(x1y)d/dy G

*MP(C2,0).

Definition 4.4. — Let Resx(#o>yo) be the residue of dy/g(xo,y) at y = yo.
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Suppose that (a^,o;^)_1(oo, oo) fl {x = w} ^ 0 for infinitely many points w in
every neighborhood of 0. Then there exist a sequence {wn}nGN wu^n limn-+oo wn = 0
and trajectories 7n : [0,£n] —• {wn} x #(0,e) of SRpQ such that
7n[0,*n] n ({wn} x 3B(0,e)) = {7n(0),7n(^n)}.
Let r]n : [0, an] —• {wn} x <9£(0, e) be the arc going from 7n(0) to in(tn) in counter
clock-wise sense. We denote by Cn(wn) the connected component of the set
{{wn}xB(0,e))\

jn(0, tn)

such that 77n[0,an] C Cn(w) . We define En(wn) = Cn(wn) n SingX. Given a set
En{u)n) we can define En(w) C SingX H {x — w} for any IU in a neighborhood of 0
by continuous extension of En(wn). Any set build in this way is called a continuous
set of singular points.
By taking a subsequence we can suppose that the limits limn_oo7n(0) and
limn_,oo 7n(tn) exist. We can also suppose that there exists a continuous set of
singular points E such that E = En for any n G N. Consider a holomorphic function
ipo defined in a neighborhood of limn_*oo 7n(0) and such that X(ipo) = 1. Denote
by va the analytic continuation of ip0 along the arc going from limn_>oo 7n(0) to
lim^oo 7n(£n) in counter clock-wise sense. Finally we define ^i(wniy) the analytic
continuation of (ipo)\x=wn along 7„[0,*n]. We have V/(7n(*n)) - ^o(7n(0)) = tn for
any n G N by definition.
The theorem of the residues implies
i/jj = tyd — 2iri
Resx(-P)«
PeE(x)
Therefore we obtain
Mfn{tn)) - ^o(7n(0)) - 2m

] T R™x(p) = *»•
PeE(wn)
The quantity ^a(7n(*n)) — V>o(7n(0)) is uniformly bounded by a constant depending
only on X. The function x —> 27rz J]p6J5(xfc) ^esx(-P) is meromorphic for some A; G N
[11]. In spite of that, it is not a holomorphic function since otherwise the sequence
{tn} is bounded and this implies (a^,o;5c)~1(oo, oo) fl {x = 0} ^ 0.
Proposition 4.5. — Le£ X G AMP (C2,Q). The graph MGeXw is connected for generic
values of w.
Proof. — A point w such that (a3c,o;3c)_1(oc, oo) fl {x = w} ^ 0 is contained in
some curve
/3JB,C si {-2TTI S

Res*(P)GR+ + iC}

PeE(x)
for some continuous set E of singular points and some C G R . Moreover there exists
a constant D € R+ depending only on X and such that C E [—!>,£>]. Denote
7T : (R+ U {0}) x S1 -» C the mapping defined by ?r(r, A) = rX. The set of tangent
directions TT~x(/3E,C \ {0})n({0} x S1) of /3E,C at 0 is finite and it does not depend on
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C. There are finitely many choices of continuous sets of singular points. Thus there
exists a finite set Dx C S1 such that for any closed arc ac C S1 \ Dx there exists
b > 0 such that ( a : ^ , ^ o o ) fl {x = w} = 0 for any w G (0, b)ac.
•
4.6. Splitting of the dynamics. — The dynamics of $l(X)\{wyxB(0^ is n°t con
stant with respect to w if N(X) > 1 (see def. 4.3). Otherwise the graph MGeXw is
connected for any w in a neighborhood of 0 and it depends continuously on w. The
next proposition states that this is not the case; indeed the graph can be disassembled.
Proposition^. — Let X G XMp(C2,0) with N(X) > 1. There are no permanent
edges in MGex^w.
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Proposition 4.6 is proved by analyzing the dependence of the edge with respect
to the parameter [10]. Let us consider the example X = y2(y — x)2d/dy. The edge
0 —• w belongs to Gxw f°r any w ^ R+ Suppose that 0 —• w is a permanent
edge. Every trajectory 7™(—oo,oo) of $t(X)\{w}XB(o,e) representing the edge 0 —> w
has well-defined tangents 7™(—oo) at 0 and 7^(00) at w. Moreover the homotopy
class K(W) of 7W[—00,00] in the space obtained by doing the real blow-up of C at
the points 0 and w does not depend on the choice of jw. Fix r > 0 small enough
and let us consider x = re2™0 when 8 goes from 0 to 1. The point r)rei^ie{—00)
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is the direction given by e~47rl9R+ at y = 0. The point 7^2^0(00) is the direction
given by re2ni0 + e™-4™0R+ at y = re27rie. Then both 7^2™* (-00) and 7^2^0(00)
are turning in clock-wise sense whereas the singular point y = re2™0 turns around
y = 0 in counter clock-wise sense (see figures (2) and (3)). This phenomenon, i.e.
tangents and singular points turning in opposite senses, forces the absurd inequality
,s(e27rV) ^ «(r).
4.7. Long Trajectories. — The next two subsections are devoted to make clear
that the limit of the dynamics of $l(X)\x=w when w —• 0 is more complex than the
dynamics of the limit 3ft(X)|x=0.
We already saw that the points w in (aex,c<;5c)~1(oo, 00) fl {x = w} ^ 0 are in
curves of the form -2ni J2peE(x) Resx(P) £ R* + iC for some continuous set E of
singular points and some C G R (subsection 4.5). Then it is interesting to consider
limits of trajectories along branches of analytic curves contained in the parameter
space.
Let X G XMP(C2,0). Consider a branch of analytic curve /3 and a point 2/0 in
£(0, e) \ {0} such that 0^(0, yo) = (0,0). We are interested on describing the limit of
Tex +[w,yo] when w G /3 and w —• 0. Let 2/1 G 5(0, e) \ {0} be a point satisfying that
there exists a mapping 2/1(w) : f3 —> C such that
• (0,2/i) = lim™G/3,^0(w,2/i(w)) and (0,2/i) g nr?>0r^[0,2/0].
• For any 77 > 0 there exists v(rj) G M+ such that (w, 2/1 (w)) G r^.[iu, 2/0] for any
w G -B(0, f (77)) fl ¡3.
The set of points satisfying the previous conditions will be denoted by Lp'*Q (X) (or
just Lp*o if X is implicit); it is the positive Long Limit (or just L-limit) associated to
2/o, c and /3. We can define Lp'*Q by replacing in the definition the positive trajectories
with the negative ones.
Remark4.4. — We have Lp'yQ(X) = Lp,yi(X) ¿/(0,2/0) and (0,2/i) are in the same
trajectory of ^P0[{Q}Xjg(0 ey Every connected component of a L-limit Lp,yQ(X) is a
trajectory of fi(X)|{0}xs^.
Proposition 4.7 (Existence of the L-limit). — Let X G XMp(C2,0). Suppose N(X) >
1 (def. 4.3). Consider y0 G B(0, e) \ {0} such that 0^(0,2/0) = (0,0). Then there
exists a branch of analytic curve /3 such that Lp£Q(X) ^ 0.
The proof of the previous proposition is based on the splitting of the dynamics phenomenon. Analogously as in the proposition 4.6 it can be proved that the
trajectory Tx [2,2/0] d°es n°t depend continuously on x. In particular the set
S = {x G B(0,5) : Ux(x,yo) £ SingX} is not a neighborhood of the origin. The
quantitative analysis in subsection 4.5 can be used to prove that OS is a union of
branches of analytic curves. It is enough to choose /3 C dS.
Lemma 4.1. — The number of connected components of Lt'* (X) is finite.
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The lemma is a consequence of the dynamical Rolle property. Indeed a connected transversal to 3?(^)|{o}xß(o,e) can n°t intersect two connected components
of L
'/3,2/0 (X).
The Long limits admit a quantitative analysis. Given y\ G Lj'^o(X) there exist a
continuous section (x,y\{x)) for x G /3 U {0}, a continuous set £"i of singular points
and a continuous function Xi : /? —> R+ such that
• 2/i(0) = 2/1 and limx€/5)X_^0^i(^) = oo.
• (x,2/i(a;)) = exp(T1(x)X)(x1y0)
• Ti(x) = ^d{x,y1{x)) - ipo(x,y0) - ZniY^PeE^x) Resx(P) for any x G /3.
Last property is obtained as in subsection 4.5 for trajectories of $t{X){w}XB(o,e) dividing {w} x £(0, e). Indeed Long Trajectories can be interpreted as dividing trajectories
just by reducing the domain of definition.
The connected components of L+B are ordered by the time of the flow. Let
(0,2/1), (0,2/2) £ Lp'y0- Denote by 7^ the trajectory of ^(^)|{0}XB(O^) containing
(0,2/j) for j G {1,2}. Consider data (x,yj(x)), Ej and Tj as above. By the nonoscillating property for analytic curves we have three possibilities:
• limxep^0T2(x) - Ti{x) — 00. We define 71 < 72.
• \\mxef3^oT2{x) - Ti(x) = -00. We define 71 > 72.
• limxG/?5X_>0 T2(x) - Ti(x) G R. We have 71 = 72.
4.8. Evolution of the Long Trajectories. — In this subsection we study the
dependence of L+£Q (X) with respect to rj. Moreover we introduce the openness principle. Namely, if there exists a Long Trajectory joining 2/0 and 2/1, i.e. yi G L+£Q(X),
then there exists a Long Trajectory joining yo and y2 for any y2 in a neighborhood
of j/i.
Suppose 2/1 G L+*yQ(X). There exist a continuous section (x, yi(x)) for x in r/U{0},
a continuous set E of singular points and a function T : rj —> R+ such that
T(x) = il>d(x,yi(x)) - i/)o(x,y0) - 2iri ^2 Resx(P)
PeE(x)
for any x Grj (see subsection 4.7). Let v G l ; denote by rj(v) the curve given by
^ + ^(0,2/i)-^o(0,2/o)-27ri

YI Resx(P)eM+
PeE(x)

and whose tangent at x = 0 coincides with the tangent of rj. The point 2/1 belongs to
L+/nx (X). Moreover, we have
Resx(P) = 00 + ¿0.
lim VA O exp(ivX)(0,2/1) - ^o(0, yo) - 2m
x£r}(v),x—*0
PeE(x)
The previous equality is key to prove the openness principle.
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Proposition4.8(Opennessprinciple). — Let X G XMp(C2,0) and 2/1 G L+£Q(X).
Then exp((p + iv)X)(0, yi) belongs to L*fypy"\x) for all p,v G R in a small
neighborhood of 0 and some e(p, v) > 0 such that lim(PjV)_>0 e(p, v) = e.
Let us remind the reader that we are studying multi-parabolic vector fields as
models of MP-diffeomorphisms. Therefore we are interested on the limit of the discrete
trajectories {exp(X)n(x, 2/o)}neN when x —> 0. Denote
FPtV(x) = p + iv + i/>e{0,yi) -ipo(0,yo) — 2ni ^2 Resx(P).
PeE{x)
Consider p, v G R in a small neighborhood of 0. We have
exp((p + iv)X)(0,YI)

= lim exp(FPtV(x%v)X)(xÜv,y0)
n—»00
where {x%v} is a sequence of points in rj(v) fl F~¿(N) with lim^oo x£,t; = 0. Thus
the orbits {ex.p(X)n(x,yo)} accumulate on Tex[exp(ivX)(0,2/1)] when x G n(v) and
a: -> 0.
Resuming, the limit of the orbit {exp(X)n(x, 2/o)}nEN when x G 77, L+'^o(X) = 0
and x —> 0 is the discrete orbit {exp(X)n(0,2/o)}n£N- Supposed 2/1 € L ^ ^ o ( X )
we have that {exp(X)n(#, 2/o)}neN generates the real flow 5R(X) of X through (0, 2/1)
when x G r/(0) and a: —> 0. Moreover {exp(X)n(x, 2/o)}n€N generates the complex flow
of X through (0,2/i) when x G Uve^rj(v) and x —> 0 by the openness principle.
4.9. Formal type topological invariants. — In this subsection we introduce
topological invariants obtained by analyzing how much time a multi-parabolic vector
field spends in travelling along a Long Trajectory.
Consider X\ and X2 in Ajvfp(C2,0) with SingXi = SingX2. Suppose that
exp(Xi)~topexp(X2) by a germ of homeomorphism a. We have
<T(B(0,6)

x 5 ( 0 , ci)) C B(0,6) x £(0,€2)

for some ei, e2 > 0 small enough. Given 2/1 G L^'^(Xi) consider a continuous section
2/1 (x) : U {0} —• C, a continuous set of singular points E and a function T : f3 —> R
such that
T(x) = ^a,i (a:, 2/i 0*0) - V>o,i(a;, 2/0) - 2TT¿

ResXl (P)

P6E(x)

for any x G /? (see subsection 4.7). Let {xn}neN be a sequence of points in /3C\T~1(N)
such that limn_+oc:rn = 0. Since exp(Xi) is topologically conjugated to expp^) we
obtain
T(xn) = V>d,2 0 <r(xn,yi(xn)) - ^0,2(2^0) ~ 2ni Y2 RES^2(^)
P E E(xn)
for any n G N. Denote G(x) = Y,PeE(x)Resx1(P) - J2peE(x)Resx2(P)- Suppose
for simplicity that X\ is non-degenerate. Hence the previous formula implies that the
sequence G(xn) is bounded. Since G(x) is a meromorphic function up to a ramification
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x —» xk then G(x) is a bounded function in a neighborhood of x = 0. Thus the
principal parts of J2peE(x) R-ESXI (-P) and X}PG£(X) R-esx2(^) coincide. By analogous
techniques and the splitting of the dynamics phenomena we obtain the sufficient
condition in the next theorem.
We say that the extended principal parts Ext.ppal.(Xi) and Ext.ppal.(X2) of X\
and X2 respectively coincide if the function
x

xm№)fc(ResXl(xfc,/i(x)) - ResX2(xk,h(x)))

is holomorphic and vanishes at 0 for all continuous sections (xk,h(x)) of SingXi.
Theorem4.1. — Let Xi,X2 G XMP(C2,0) with SingXi = SingX2. Suppose that
(iV(Xi),ra(X!)) ^ (1,0) (see def. 4.3). Then exp(Xi)~toPexp(X2) if and only if
Ext.ppal.(Xi) = Ext.ppal.p^). Moreover, we have
exp(Xi)~topexp(X2) & »(Xi)-top»№).
The extended principal part is an invariant of formal type since Xi~forX2 implies
Ext.ppal.(Xi) = Ext.ppal.pG).
4.10. Multi-parabolic diffeomorphisms. — The stability theorem 3.1 implies
that MP-vector fields provide good models for MP-diffeomorphisms. The proof is
based on dividing a neighborhood of (0,0) in regions in which we use different tech
niques to show that the orbits of ip G DiffMp(C2,0) remain close to the orbits of
exp(X(p). A finiteness argument, based on the dynamical Rolle property, is required
to prove that the trajectories of ^(X^) can not visit infinitely many regions.
Definition 4.5. — Let <p G Diff MP(C2,0). We define Res^(P) = ResX(p(P) (see def.
4.4) for P £ Fix(y>). Denote Ext.ppal.(^) = Ext.ppal.pC^). The definitions do not
depend on the choice of X^.
Let ipi,<p2 G DiffMp(C2,0) with Fix(<^i) = Fix(<^2)- Suppose that </?i~top<^2 by
a homeomorphism a. Given y\ G Lp^^X^) we have a continuous section yi(x) :
/3U {0} —> C, a continuous set of singular points E and a function T : /3 —> R+ such
that
T(x) = tl>d(x,yi(x)) - il>o(x,yo) - 2m ^2 Res^(P).
P€E(x)

The stability theorem implies that a almost conjugates exp(X<Pl) and exp(Xip2). Then
we can use arguments analogous to those in the previous section to prove that the
principal parts of Y^PEE{X) RES<PI (P) and Y1PEE(X) Res<^2 (P) coincide. Indeed we can
push forward the analogy to obtain
Theorem4.2. — Let <pi,ip2 G Diff MP (C2,0) with Fix(y?i) = Fix(cp2). Suppose that
(N((pi),m(ipi)) 7^ (1,0). Then <£i~top<^2 implies Ext.ppal.(^i) = Ext.ppal.(</?2)The extended principal part is, as for vector fields, an invariant of formal type since
^i~/or^2 implies Ext.ppal.(<^i) = Ext.ppal.^)-
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4.11. Analytic type topological invariants. — The extended principal part is
a complete system of topological invariants for MP-vector fields. In spite of this more
topological invariants are required in order to classify MP-diffeomorphisms.
Let <p G Diff MP(C2,0). Denote X = X^. Given y1 £ 5(0, e) \ {0} such that
aex(0,yi) = (0,0) (the situation where ux(0,yi) = (0,0) is analogous) there exists
£~('o) yi 7^ 0 by ProP- 4.7. The diffeomorphism <P|x=o is embedded in a natural way in
a complex flow Y defined in the repelling petal V C {0} x 5(0, e) containing (0,yi).
The following theorem is the analogue of proposition 4.8 for MP-diffeomorphisms.
Theorem 4.3 (Openness principle). — Let(p £ Diff MP(C2, 0) with N((f) > 1. Consider
yi G 5(0, e) \ {0} such that aex(0,yi) = (0,0). There exists y0 G 5(0,e) \ {0} such
that for any p + iv in a neighborhood of 0 G C there exist a branch of analytic curve
rj(v) and sequences {Tfi,v}ne^ of natural numbers and {a^jneN of points in rj(v)
satisfying
• limn_+oo Tfrv = oo and limn^oo x%v = 0.
• LIMN^oo ^T"'W(^,t;,2/o) = exp((p + iv)y)(0,2/i).
Moreover n(v) depends continuously on v.
Let <pi,<P2 £ DiffMP(C2,0) with Fix(<pi) = Fix(<p2). Suppose that <£i~top<^2 by
a homeomorphism cr. The openness theorem implies that given y\ G 5(0, e) \ {0}
the restriction a\x=o is determined in a neighborhood of (0,2/1) by <J(0,2/O) for some
yo G 5(0, e) \ {0}. The germ of cr\x=o in the neighborhood of (0,2/1) only depends on
the set of analytic data <pi, <p2 and <J(0, 2/0)- This property allows to prove that cr|x=o
is analytic in the neighborhood of (0,?/i) for any 7/1 G 5(0, e) \ {0}. By Riemann's
theorem we obtain
Theorem 4.4. — Let (p,rj £ DiffMp(C2,0). Suppose that we have Fix(<p) = Fix(ry)
and (N,m)(<p) 1^ (1,0) (see def. 4.3). Then
<P~topV => (P\x=0~a.n'n\x=0This theorem provides topological invariants of analytic type.
4.12. Theorem of topological classification. — The formal and analytic type
topological invariants compose a complete system of topological invariants.
Theorem 4.5. — Let (p,n £ DiffMp(C2,0). Suppose that we have Fix(<p) = Fix(r/)
and (TV,ra)(<p)^ (1,0). Then
Ext.ppal.(<£>) = Ext.ppal.(r?)
<P~topV

</?|z=0~an%=0

The last theorem and the proposition 4.2 provide a complete system of topological
invariants for the multi-parabolic diffeomorphisms. The discussion so far has been
intended to introduce the invariants and the ideas in the proof of the implication =$>
in the previous theorem.
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Remark 4.5. — The topological invariants are related to the study of the unstable phe
nomena, more precisely the Long Trajectories. As a consequence there are no topo
logical invariants related to the behavior of a MP-diffeomorphism in a neighborhood
of its fixed points.
Remark 4.6. — The theorem of topological classification relates formal, analytic and
topological invariants.
The proof of the implication <= in theorem 4.5 can not be reduced to the case of
vector fields since <^~topexp(y) implies <P|x=o~anexp(y)|x=0. Thus <p is not topologically conjugated to the exponential of a vector field whenever (p\x=o is not embedded
in an analytic flow, i.e in the generic situation.
We have that
Ext.ppal.(Xi) = Ext.ppal.(X2)

R(Xi)~top»№)

for XUX2 e *MP(C2,0) with SingXi = SingX2. What can we say for multiparabolic diffeomorphisms? In other words how far are ip,rj G DiffMp(C2,0) from
being topologically conjugated if Ext.ppal.(<p) = Ext.ppal.(r/)?
Let <p,7y G DiffMp(C2,0) with Fix((p) = Fix(7/). We say that a is a tangential
conjugation if there exists e > 0 such that
• x o a = x and cr|Fix((/>)\{x=0} = Id.
• G,G~1 are homeomorphisms defined in ((3(0,5) \ {0}) x 5(0, e)) U {(0,0)}.
Roughly speaking a tangential conjugation is not very different from a germ of homeomorphism, but we allow some noise when x —» 0.
Theorem 4.6. — Let (p,n G Diff MP(C2,0) with Fix((p) = Fix(ry). Then the equality
Ext.ppal.(<p) = Ext.ppal.(r^) implies the existence of a tangential GT conjugating (p
and rj.
The choice of &T is not unique but it is possible to build OT in such a way [10]
that GT is a germ of diffeomorphism if and only if </>|a;=o~anV\x=o- Thus the property
V3|x=o~an^|x=o can De interpreted as a condition on elimination of noise for tangential
conjugations.
Remark 4.7. — Let <p,rj G DiffMp(C2,0) with Fix((p) = Fix(r/). Supposed (p~t0pV
then the topological conjugation G can be chosen to be C°° outside Fix(cp) U {x = 0}.
It is known (Martinet-Ramis [6], Ahern-Rosay [1] and Rey [8] for optimal results)
that in general G can not be chosen Cv° for some UQ G N. The MP-diffeomorphisms
<p = exp

y3(y-x)2
l + xy2(y-x)2

d
dy

and 77 = exp y3(y - x)2

d
dy

are topologically conjugated. It can be proved that the topological conjugation can not
be chosen C1 in {0} x (5(0, e) \ {0}). The fixed points set is singular with respect to
the Cv conjugation as well as the dynamical singular set x = 0.
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Finally let us stress some of the key points in our approach of the dynamics of
multi-parabolic diffeomorphisms:
— The limit of the dynamics is more complex than the dynamics of the limit in the
dynamically interesting cases (N > 1). Indeed the limit of discrete dynamics in
the generic lines x = w with w ^ 0 generate a complex flow-like structure in the
limit line x = 0. A consequence of this property is theorem 4.4.
— The topological classification theorem relies on a qualitative and quantitative
description of the dynamics.
— A multi-parabolic diffeomorphism ip supports non-trivial dynamics whenever
N(ip) > 1. The existence of the L-limits is an example of this statement.
Moreover, generically ip is not topologically conjugated to the exponential of a
vector field.
5. Analytic classification of elements of Diffpi(C2,0)
We provide in this section an analytic classification of the elements of ip in
Diffpi(C2,0) (theorems 5.3 and 5.4). Moreover, we sketch the proof of theorem 3.3.
Both goals are fulfilled in subsection 5.9. We introduce an extension of the EcalleVoronin invariants (subsection 5.8) based on an extension of the Fatou coordinates
of <p\x=o to the nearby parameters (subsection 5.7). The philosophy of this approach
is explained in subsection 5.2.
The subsections 5.3, 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 can be considered as a setup for the con
struction of the Fatou coordinates. The proof of theorem 3.3 requires quantitative
estimates for the Fatou coordinates in the neighborhood of the fixed points. We intro
duce the notion of infinitesimal stability (subsection 5.4) allowing to obtain the desired
estimates. This is a stronger version of a qualitative version of stability, namely topo
logical stability provided in subsection 5.5. The definition of infinitesimal stability
is obtained after splitting conveniently a neighborhood of the origin (subsection 5.3).
Finally in subsection 5.6 we introduce the sets in which the extensions of the Fatou
coordinates are defined.
5.1. Relation between the analytic and formal classifications. — Generically
the analytic classification of elements in Diffpi(C2,0) can be reduced to a formal
classification problem. Anyway our approach has an advantage, it allows to take
profit of the rigidity properties of elements of Diff pi(C2,0).
Definition 5.1. — Let ip G Diffpi(C2,0) be non-degenerate. Consider an irreducible
component 7 ofFix((p). We say that 7 is parabolic if (d(y o <p)/dy)\7 = 1.
Theorem 5.1. — Let<p,rj be non-degenerate elements of Diff pi(C2,0) \ Diff MP(C2, 0)
with Fix(tp) = Fix(ry). Suppose that (p~forV by a G Diff (C2,0). Suppose also that
yoa is transversally formal along a non-parabolic irreducible component 7 ofFix((p).
Then a is analytic.
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Proof. — Analogously to the proof of th. 3.2 we can suppose that 7 = {y = 0}.
Denote L(x) = (d(y o (p)/dy)(x, 0). Since (p^forV we have L(x) = (d(y o n)/dy)(x,Q)
[11]. By hypothesis there exists a neighborhood V of 0 G C such that the series 2/0 6"
is of the form
00
yoâ =
(Jj{x)y3 with (Tj G 0(V) for all j G N.
.7 = 1
Consider a path K C V \ {0} turning once around 0 and transversal to L~1(§1).
Moreover we can suppose that whenever w G K fl L~1(S1) then L(w) is a Bruno
number. The choice of K, implies that a is continuous in K x B(0,V) for some v > 0.
Then there exists C G R+ such that
\<TJ(X)\ < Cj

for all (xj)

G K x N.

The modulus maximum principle implies that a G Diff (C2,0).
There is a downside in interpreting the analytic invariants of a non-degenerate
if G Diffpi(C2,0) as formal invariants along a non-parabolic component of Fix(^).
Indeed this system of invariants does not provide as much information on the nature of
ip as the one we are going to introduce. For instance theorem 3.3 relies on the fact that
<P\{w}xB(o,e) inherits the rigidity properties of tangent to the identity diffeomorphisms
in one variable for w ^ 0. This property is of very difficult translation in the formal
setting.
5.2. Analytic classification and extension of Fatou coordinates. — We provide a complete system of analytic invariants for non-degenerate ip G Diff pi(C2,0).
The system of invariants is based on building extensions of the Fatou coordinates of
<p\x=o to the nearby parameters. This topic is is a classical subject of study (Lavaurs
[3], Shishikura [13], Oudkerk [7], Mardesic-Roussarie-Rousseau [5]).
Definition 5.2. — A Fatou coordinate for a diffeomorphism if G Diff (Cn,0) is a complex valued function ^ such that ^ o <p = ip* + 1.
Definition 5.3. — Consider a non-degenerate element <p of Diff pi(C2,0). Denote
v((p) = v(y o <£>(0, y)) — 1 where v(y o <^(0, y)) is the order of y o <^(0, y) at 0.
The methods to obtain extensions of the Fatou coordinates are based on choosing a
system of transversals to the dynamics of (f\x=w depending continuously on w. Even
if the dynamics of <p is discrete it is possible to make sense of the previous statement.
The approach consists in considering coordinates (x, z) in which <p is very similar to
(x,z + 1). Then every real line not parallel to R provides a choice of transversal to
(f\x=w. Indeed we always choose transversals Tw C {x = w} homeomorphic to R.
Given a parametrization Tw(t) : (—00,00) —> {x = w} we demand
lim Tw(t) G Fix(<¿>) Э lim Tw(t).
t—• — oo
t—юо
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FIGURE 4.

The transversal Tw and its image (f(Tw) enclose a strip S(TW). The space of orbits of
<P\S(TW) is biholomorphic to C*. Given a biholomorphism prw conjugating the space
of orbits of <p\S(TW) and C* the function t/?^ = (1 / 2ni) In prw is a Fatou coordinate
of <p in the fundamental domain S(TW). The Lavaurs vector field is by definition the
unique holomorphic vector field Xj, in S(TW) such that Xj, (ifrj, ) = 1- Clearly it
satisfies (p = exp(X^).
Suppose that <p\x=o is generic, then <p\x=o is of codimension 1, i.e. v(<p) = 1,
and N((p) — 2. In Mardesic-Roussarie-Rousseau's paper [5] the diffeomorphism ip is
"prepared". More precisely, up to an analytic change of coordinates, they suppose that
the multipliers of the fixed points of ip be equal to the multipliers of exp( 1^a^y ^ )
for some a G C{x}. The change of coordinates at x = w approaching the dynamics of
<p to (x, £-fl) is obtained by lifting <p\x=w to the universal covering of P1(C)\(Fix(<^)n
{x = w}). The covering transformation irw : C —• PX(C) \ (Fix(y?) D {x = w}) can
be explicitly written and be made to depend holomorphically on w. Therefore a
continuous system of transversals can be build. This method is only valid if tp\x=o is
of codimension 1.
The Oudkerk's approach is different. He obtains Fatou coordinates for unfoldings of
every <j) G Diff i(C, 0) independently of the codimension of <j>. Given a point (w, yo) &
Fix(ip) we consider the change of coordinates A(z) = exp(zX)(w, yo) defined from a
neighborhood of 0 to a neighborhood of (w,yo) in x = w. We have
A*X = d/dz and A-1 o exp(X) o A = z + 1.
In order to find transversals to the dynamics of <p we choose a vector field X such that
ip ~ exp(X). Then we fix ¡1 G S1 \ {—1,1} and consider as transversals trajectories
of the form r^x[#, yo(%)] where yo is continuous. In order to obtain holomorphic
extensions of the Fatou coordinates for x in a domain D c C * then t^xC^ 2/o(#)) and
ct^xix, yo{x)) have to be continuous sections of Fix((p) for x in D. In other words the
trajectory T^x[x, yo{x)] has a stable behavior for x G D. Indeed given ¡1 G §1\{—1,1}
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the trajectories of R(µX) provide a good choice of system of transversals for the
parameters in which w —> $i(lJ>X)\x=w is stable.
More precisely, consider a direction e27ri6lR+ (0 G R) in the parameter space. We
choose /x G S1 \ {-1,1} such that 3v > 0 satisfying that SR(/iX)|{tiJ}xJB(o,e) is stable
with respect to w for w G e27r^6>~l;'6,"H;)(0,5). We can obtain a continuous extension
of the Fatou coordinates in z G e2ni(<e-v>e+v)(0,ô) U {0} which is holomorphic for
(0,6).
x E e,2-rri(0-v,O+v)
Our approach is of analytic type and takes profit of the properties of the unfolding.
We choose X = X^ as the vector field such that ip ~ exp(X), i.e. we ask X to fulfill
the proximity condition. In this way the model exp(X) reflects better the nature
of ip in the neighborhood of the fixed points. The approach of Lavaurs, Shishikura,
Oudkerk, Mardesic-Roussarie-Rousseau is of topological type; they implicitly use a
notion of continuous stability. We replace it with a concept of infinitesimal stability
for $l(tiX)\x=w. Our approach provides:
— Asymptotic developments of the Lavaurs vector field Xj, until the first non-zero
term in the neighborhood of the fixed points.
— Accurate estimates for the domains of definition of exp(cX^) for c G C.
— Canonical normalizing conditions for the Fatou coordinates.
These improvements allow us to:
— Identify the Taylor's series expansion of the analytic mappings conjugating cp,
CGDifTpl(C2,0).
— Study the dépendance of the domain of definition of a conjugation with respect
to the parameter.
— Give a geometrical interpretation of our complete system of analytic invariants
(theorem 3.3).
5.3. Dynamical splitting. — We provide a division of the domain of definition
of a multi-parabolic vector field. The division is a key tool to handle the concept of
infinitesimal stability that we will introduce later on.
Remark5.1. — Let X = g(x,y)d/dy be a non-degenerate element of Xpi(C2,0). For
the sake of simplicity we suppose that all the irreducible components of SingX are
parameterized by x. In the non-degenerate case, this property can always be obtained
by replacing X with g(xk, y)d/dy for some A; G N. Then X is of the form
X = u(x,y)(y - 9l(x))n* ... (2/ - gp(x))n*d/dy
where u is a unit in C{x, y} and n\ + ... + np > 2.
We say that Ue = 5(0, S) x 5(0, e) is a seed. If p = 1 we do not divide Ue and we
call Ue a terminal seed. We say that Ue is a product-like set (or also an exterior set).
Denote by deUe its exterior boundary 5(0,5) x 95(0, e). Denote
L = {(dgi/dx)
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Suppose p > 1. Consider a set Ue fl {{x,y) G C2 : \y\ > C\x\] with C » 1. Since
C » maxL an observer in |?/| > C|x| can not distinguish the singular points. Thus
we obtain
Tipd
9
01 (Я) ni
X = u(x,y)yv (X) + 11 1 - 9PW
~u(0,0)yv (X) + 1
dy
#2/
y
y
in C/e fl (x, y) G C : 12/1 > C|x|}. Indeed it can be proved that the dynamics
of $l(X)\jj n{\y\>c\x\} *s a topological product. The set Ue fl {\y\ > C\x\} is called
exterior set or also product-like set associated to the seed Ue.
Next we want to study the dynamics of R(X) in \y\ < C\x\. We consider the change
of coordinates x = x, y = xt. The set {(x,y) G C2 : \y\ < C\x\} and the vector field
X become {(x,t) G C2 : \t\ < C} and
q1 (-x)n1
gp (x) ripd
X = u(x,xt)x"(x) t t at
x
respectively in the new coordinates. Consider the polynomial vector field
Tip a
dgP
y(A) = ti(0,0)Al/W t - dgi (0) ni
(0)
tdx
a*
dx
for A G S1. We say that Y" is the polynomial vector field associated to X and the seed
Ue. Consider a domain
C = {(x, t)eC2:

(x, t) G 5(0, J) x [5(0, C) \ UtoeLB(t0, a(t0))}}

where 0 < a(to) « 1 for any to G L. We say that C is a compact-like set associated
to X and the seed U€. We say also that Y is associated to C. We denote by deC and
C° the exterior boundary |£| = C and the interior {\t\ < C}\ Ut0eL{\t — to\ < a(to)}
of C respectively. A set of the form {(x,t) G C2 : (x,t) G 5(0,5) x B(t0,a(t0))} for
some to G L is called a seed that is a son of Ut. We have
u{x,xt)xVW{t - gi(x)/x)ni . . . ( * - #p(z)/z)np
ti(0,0)a:-W(t - (dgi/dx)(0))ni . . . ( * - (dgp/dx)(0))^
uniformly in C when x —»• 0. Therefore we obtain that

1

K(/xX)|Cn{x=rA} ~ K(/iy(A)) for r G M+ and (A,/i) G S1 x S1.
The last property provides a justification for the term compact-like since the behavior
of $t(fJ>X)\cn{x=r\} is determined by a polynomial vector field in one variable and a
parameter (A,//) belonging to the compact set S1 xS1. We can repeat the process
with the seeds \t — to\ < Q>{to) for j G {1,...
We say that B is a basic set if B is
either a product-like set or a compact-like set.
EXAMPLE: Consider X = y(y — x2)(y — x)d/dy. Denote t = y/x. The vector field
X has the form x2t(t — x)(t — 1)3/dt in coordinates (x,t). The polynomial vector
field Y(A) associated to the seed S = Ue is equal to X2t2(t — 1)8/dt
The product and compact-like sets associated to S are £ = <Sn{|2/|>C|x|} and
C = {|y| < C\x\} \ ({\t\ < a0} U {|* - 1] < ai}) respectively. The sons of S are the
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5. Splitting for X = y(y — x2)(y — x)d/dy in a line x = XQ

seeds SQ = {\t\ < ao} and £\ = S\ = {\t — 1| < ai}. The seed Si is terminal since it
only contains one irreducible component of SingX.
Denote w = t/x. We have X = x3w(w — l)(xw — l)d/dw in coordinates (x,w).
Thus — X3w(w — 1)3/dw is the polynomial vector field YQ(X) associated to So. The
seed SQ contains a product-like set £Q = So D {\t\ > Co|a;|} for CQ » 1, a compactlike set C0 = {\w\ < CQ} \ ({\w\ < 60} U {\w — 1| < h}) and two terminal seeds
£00 = SOQ — {\w\ < 60} and £01 — SQI — {\w — 1| < bi} for some 0 < 60,61 << 1.
5.4. Infinitesimal stability. — The dynamics of R(µX) in a product-like set is a
topological product. As a consequence it is stable with respect to the parameter x.
Then the stability is a property depending of the behavior of R(µX) in the compactlike sets.
Many of the results in this subsection on polynomial vector fields either come from
[2] or have been found independently in [2].
Definition 5.4. — Given a polynomial vectorfieldY = P(t)d/dt £ X(C,0) we define
v(Y) = deg(P(t)) — 1. Let to G SingY, we define Resy(to) as the residue of the
differential form dt/P(t) att = tQ.
Consider a polynomial vector field Y = P(t)d/dt e X(C,0) such that v{Y) > 1.
We want to characterize the behavior of Y in the neighborhood of 00. We define the
set rr^oo(r) of trajectories 7 : (c, d) C of SK(Y') such that c G E U {-00}, d G R
and lini£_>d7(C) = 00. In an analogous way we define Tr^-o^y) = Tr_oo(—Y). We
define Troo(y) =T r ^ o o(Y)U
Tr^Y).
We consider a change of coordinates z — l/t. We have
a
Y = - 1 (z"<y>+1P(l/z))
BZ
Zv (Y) - 1
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where zu^+1P (l/z) is a unit in the neighborhood of z = 0. Thus the meromorphic
vector field Y is analytically conjugated to l/(u(Y)zv(y)^-1) d/dz =
{zv^)*(d/dz)
in a neighborhood of t = oo. We have Tr^x^ d/dz) = R~ and Tr-oo^^(d/dz) = R+.
Hence the set Tr^Y") has 2i/(y) trajectories in the neighborhood of oo, there is
exactly one of them which is tangent to arg(w) = — axg(C)/u(Y) 4- kn/v(Y) for
0 < A; < 2i/(y) where C = (zI/(y)+1P(l/2:))(0). The even values of k correspond to
Tr-oo (Y).
We say that $l(Y) has homoclinic trajectories if Tr_»oo(y) fl T r ^ ^ y ) ^ 0. In
other words there exists a trajectory 7 : (c_i,ci) —> C of 5R(y) such that c_i,ci G R
and lim^_,Cs 7(C) = 00 for any 5 G {—1,1}. The notion of homoclinic trajectory has
been introduced in [2] for the study of deformations of elements of Diff i(C,0). We
say that 5ft(Y) is stable if the dynamics of ^R(fiY) is stable in a neighborhood of [i = 1
in S1.
Theorem 5.2. — [2] Let Y G X (C,0) be a polynomial vectorfieldsuch that v(Y) > 1.
Then 5t(y) is stable if and only if $l(Y) has no homoclinic trajectories.
Definition 5.5. — We denote by X^fC^O) the set of polynomial vector fields Y in
X(C,0) such that u(Y) > 1 and ^2peEResy(P) & *R* for any subset E of SingY.
Proposition 5.1. — Let Y G XoofC^O). Then 5ft(y) is stable. Moreover given Q in
C \ Tr_>oo(y) we have that uy{Q) is a finite singular point. In particular 5ft(y) has
no cycles.
Proof. — Let 7 : (a, b) —> C be a homoclinic trajectory for 5R(y). We suppose that
(a, b) is a maximal domain of definition of the trajectory. The set P1(C) \ (7 U {00})
has two connected components C\ and C2. Denote E = C\ fl SingY. By the theorem
of the residues we have
b - a = ^2ni ^2 Resy (P).
PEE

We obtain a contradiction.
Given Q G C \ rr^oo(y) suppose that P G vy(Q) H (C \ SingY). Consider a
transversal T to 3J(y) passing through P. Let {£n}nGN he the increasing sequence of
points in {t G R+ : TY,+ [Q](t) G T}. There exists 77 > 0 such that tn+\—tn > rj for any
n G N. Denote by 7n the curve composed by ry)+[Q][tn, £n+i] and the segment Sn of
T such that dSn = {TY,+ [Q](tn),^Y,+ [Q}(tn+i)}• Let Cn be the bounded connected
component of C \ 7n. Denote En = Cn fl SingY. We obtain
T2iri ] T Resy (P) = (tn+i - tn) 4- an
PeEn
where an G C for any n G N and limn_>oo an = 0. Thus there exists a set 12 c SingY
such that qF27T2^p€^Resy(P) G [77,00). That is a contradiction.
•
Let y G #(€,()) be a polynomial vector field such that v(Y) > 1. We denote by
U(Y) the complementary of the set {K G S1 : 31(KY) is stable}. It is clear that KY
belongs to Xoo(C^0) for any K G S1 outside a finite set. Thus we obtain
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Proposition 5.2. — Let Y G X(C,0) be a polynomial vector field such that v(Y) > 1.
Then U(Y) is a finite set.
Let Fi(A) = Ami Yi(l),..., Y,(A) = XmiYi(l) the polynomial vector fields associated
to a non-degenerate X G Xpi(C2,0). We define
U(X) = Ulj=1{\ G S1 : Am' G U{Yj{l))}.
Clearly U(X) is a finite set. Denote by «Si,..., Si the seeds associated to the vector
fields Y\,..., Y\ respectively. Consider the compact-like set Cj associated to Sj. We
say that R(µX) is infinitesimally stable at the direction x G AR+ if $t(fiYj (X)) is stable
for any j G { 1 , . . . , /}. This property is equivalent to A ^ U(/JLX).
The set Cj is of the form {(x,t) G B(0,5) x [B(^C) \U^=1B(tj,aj)}} for some
coordinates (x,£). Denote x = rX (r G R+ U {0} and A G S1). We have
»(/xX)(rA,y) - ^Yj(X))

=

^(X^fiYjil))

in Cj for j G {1,...,/}. Suppose A g U(fiX). Since ^ ( A ^ Y ^ l ) ) is stable in
the neighborhood of {oo} U SingYj(l) and C >> 1, aj << 1 then the stability of
$t(\m' /JLYJ(1)) implies the stability of lk(^X)\C. in the neighborhood of the direction
x G AR+. This discussion leads us to
Proposition 5.3. — Let X be a non-degenerate element of Xv\ fC2,0) and let /i G S1.
Suppose that A G S1 \U(fiX). Then $t(fj,X)\C is stable in the neighborhood ofxe AR+
for any compact-like set C associated to X.
5.5. Topological stability. — The infinitesimal stability is a pretty strong property. For most of the discussion in the paper a weaker property, namely topological
stability, is sufficient. Anyway, the quantitative estimations on the constructions rely
on the use of infinitesimal stability as well as the theorems depending on those estimations (for instance theorem 3.3). In this subsection we define topological stability
and show that it is implied by its infinitesimal counterpart.
Infinitesimal stability is incompatible with the existence of centers.
Proposition 5.4. — Let X be a non-degenerate element of Xv\ (C2,0) and let \i G S1.
Consider a compact connected set K C S1 \U(/J,X). The vector field X\x=Xo has no
center at yo for any (xo, yo) G ([0, S)K x B(0, e)) fl SingX.
Proof. — We have to prove that the multiplicator ¿ of X\x=Xo at y = yo does not
belong to iR*. We can suppose that i ^ 0. The point (#o,2/o) belongs to a curve
y = h(x) of SingX. Consider the non-terminal seed S such that (xo,2/o) belongs to a
terminal seed So = {(x,t) € B(0,S) x B(to,a(t0))} which is a son of <S. Let AmY(l)
be the polynomial vector field associated to <S. The infinitesimal stability implies
Res(Y(l),£0)/(Am/i) 0 iR* for A G K. The multiplicator of X at {x,h(x)) is of the
form xm/x/Res(Y(l),t0) + 0(xm+1). Since we have
XmfJL
Xmfi
+ 0(xm+1) = |x|m
+ 0(x)
Res(Y(l),*0)
Res(Y(l),*0)
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Infinitesimal stability also implies that the limit of the dynamics is not more complicated than the dynamics of the limit. More precisely, the limit of a sequence of
trajectories of $l(iiX)\x=Xri when xn —> 0 is a priori only invariant by the flow and
it can contain several trajectories of îî(/iX)|a.=0. Next proposition shows that this is
not the case.
Proposition 5.5. — Let X be a non-degenerate element of Xpi (C2,0) and let fi G S1.
Consider a compact connected set K C S1 \U(/iX). There do not exist sequences
{xmyn)> (xn,yn) of points in (0,5)K x 5(0, e) such that
• lim^oo^n,^) exists and belongs to {0} x (5(0, e) \ {0}) VA; G {0,1}.
• (xn,2/^) is in the positive trajectory of $t(/J>X)\{XriyxB(oie) passing through
(xn,y^) for any n G N.
• limn_*oo(:rn, y^) is not in the positive trajectory of ^(^)^o}xB(o e) Pass^n9
through lim^oo^n,^)Sketch of proof — Suppose that the result is not true. Consider tn G 3R+ such
that (xn.y^) = T^x^niVnW (tn) for n G N. The points (xn,y^) and (xn,2/n) are
in the product-like set £ associated to the seed Ue for n » 0. The trajectory
r^x,+ [xra> 2/n][0>£n] *s n°t contained in £, otherwise limn_,00(xn,yn1)is in the positive trajectory of ^(/^0|{0}x£(o e) Passing through limn_,oc(xn,y^). Therefore there
exists a sequence 0 < t\ < ... < t\ < tn such that given t G [0, tn] the point
(t) belongs to the boundary of a basic set if t G(tn1, . . . , tt\. The propRµX, \ZnMt)
1
erty
Pr(B,n) = (3 o < a < k s.t. r ^ b ^ K c C 1 } C deB)
holds true for some basic set B and any n » 0. The set B can not be product-like,
it is necessarily a compact-like set
{(x,t)eB(0,5) x [5(0,C)\UtoGL5(t0,a(t0))]}.
Let Y be the polynomial vector field associated to B. If the property Pr(B,n) holds
true for all C > 0 and n > n(C) then there exists a homoclinic trajectory of 5RY(A) for
any A e K being an accumulation point of the sequence xn/\xn\. Then the absence
of homoclinic trajectories implies that there exists a choice of the dynamical splitting
leading us to a contradiction.
•
Definition 5.6. — Let X be a non-degenerate element of Xv\ (C2,0) and let \x inS1.
Consider a compact connected set K C S1\U(/JLX). We say that Sft(/xX) is topologically
stable at K if it satisfies the theses in propositions 5.4 and 5.5.
The result on next corollary is a consequence of the topological stability property.
Corollary 5.1. — Let X be a non-degenerate element of Xv\ (C2,0) and let // G S1.
Consider a compact connected set K C S1 \ U(fiX). Then MG^x^w ^s connected and
has no cycles for any w G (0,5)K.
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Proof. — The proposition 5.5 implies that {oi^x,ct^x)-1(oo,oo) fl {x = w} — 0
for any w G (0,S)K. We can argue as in proposition 4.4 to prove that MGe^Xw is
connected since the proof is based on the openness of basins of attraction and repulsion
of singular points. This is guaranteed in this context by prop. 5.4.
Suppose there exists a cycle in MGe^Xw. Then there exists a bounded region T in
x = w bounded by singular points and trajectories of R(µX) representing the edges
of the cycle. We claim that the mapping LJ€ x : T \ SingX —> SingX is well-defined.
The absence of centers (prop. 5.4) implies that there are no cycles. We obtain that
every LU limit contains a singular point and then it is a singular point since the nocenter property implies that a pointed neighborhood of a singular point is a union of
open basins of attraction and repulsion. The mapping UJ€^x : T \ SingX —• SingX
is not constant, otherwise all the trajectories of SR(/iX) in dT represent the same
edge. This provides a contradiction since the topological stability implies that (jj^x :
T \ SingX —» SingX is locally constant.
•
The corollary 5.1 is a "topological" regularity property. The infinitesimal stability
is a deeper condition and provides regularity in infinitesimal neighborhoods of the singular points. For instance we can associate graphs to every seed S just by considering
the dynamics of 5R(/iX)|,5. The graphs NG^Xw obtained are connected and with no
cycles for compact connected sets X c S 1 \U(/iX) and w G (0,S(K))K.
5.6. Defining regions. — Let X be a non-degenerate element of A,pi(C2,0) and
let \i G S1. Consider a compact connected set K c S 1 \U(/JLX).
Definition 5.7. — We define Rege(/xX, K) as the set of connected components of
( o ^ , ^ ) - 1 (SingX x SingX) n ([[0,5)K x 5(0, e)] \ SingX).
We call regions the elements of Reg€ (/xX, K). Given a region R G Rege (/JLX, K) and
a point w G B(0,6) we denote by R(w) the set R fl ({w} x 5(0, e)).
Given a non-degenerate element <p G Diffpi(C2,0) and X = X<p the regions in
Rege(/xX, K) are the sets where we define extensions of the Fatou coordinates of (f\x=oWe take profit that the orbit space of ip\Ro is biholomorphic to the set (0,5)K° x C*
for any R G Rege(/iX, K).
Definition 5.8. — Denote by orb(<£>, £") the space of orbits of <p\E.
Definition 5.9. — Given R G Reg6 (//X, if) we denote R G Regi(/iX, K) if we have
(ax)\R = (ux)\R9 otherwise we denote R G Reg^/xX, K).
As a consequence of the stability a region R G Reg^ (/iX, K) is homeomorphic to
[0, S)K x R(0) by a mapping (x,h(x,y)). Therefore orb(<£,i?) is homeomorphic to
[Q,6)K x C* and orb(<£,5°) is biholomorphic to (0,S)K° x C* (see the regions R2
and i?5 in picture (6)). A region R G Reg6,(/xX, K) satisfies that R(x) has one connected component for any x in (0, S)K whereas R(0) has two connected components.
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R!(0)

Щ0)

TµX(0)

6. Regions for uX = y2(y - x)(y + x)d/dy and w G M+

Moreover orb(<£, R°) is biholomorphic to (0,5)K° x C* by stability and orb(<£>, R(0))
is biholomorphic to the union of two disjoint copies of C* (see the regions R\ — RQ
and Rs — R4 in picture (6)).
Denote by T*x the set of tangent points between 3J(/xX) and deUe. Denote T*x D
({w} x C) by T^x(w). As the picture (6) suggests we have
Lemma 5.1. — Let X be a non-degenerate element of Xp\ (C2,0) and let \i G S1.
Consider a compact connected set K c S 1 \ U(/xX). Given R G Reg^(/xX, K) we have
U(ii(x) fl T*x(x)) = k for any x G [0, S)K.
The cardinal of Reg2 (fJ>X, K) coincides with the number of edges in AfG^x,™ f°r
w G (0, S)K. The corollary 5.1 implies
Lemma 5.2. — Let X G Xpi(C2,0) be non-degenerate and let ¡1 G S1. Consider a
compact connected set X c S 1 \ U(fiX). Then we have ^RegK/iX^K) = N(X) — 1.
Let X = u(x,y)(y — gi(x))ni ... (y — gp(x))npd/dy where u G C{x, y} is a unit.
The number of regions of Reg6(fiX, K) in (ctx, LJ^)"1 ({y = gj(x)} x {y = gj(x)}) is
equal to 2(rij — 1) for any j G { 1 , . . . , /}. This leads us to
Lemma 5.3. — Let X be a non-degenerate element of Xp\ (C2,0) and let fi G S1.
Consider a compact connected set K cS1 \ U(/JLX). Then we have
HReg^/xX, K) + BRegSOx*, K) = 2u(X) - N(X) + 1
and ttReg^/xX, K) + 2UReg^(/xX, K) = 2u(X).
There are 2v(X) continuous sections Txx,..Tx2l/v(x)^of the set Tx. We will
always suppose that Txx, ..., Tj2l^x\ j1^2"^)*1 = j ^ 1 are ordered in counter
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clock-wise sense. Fix /x G S1 \ {—1,1}. There exists a unique T^x(x) G T^x(x) in the
arc of dUe(x) going in counter clock-wise sense from Txj(x) to Tx^+1(x). We define
j^fiX,K ^or jug^. ^ wnen µX and K are implicit) as the element of Reg6(/xX, K) such
that T*£(x) G dRj(x) for any x € [0,6)K.
Definition 5.10. — We define Rj as the union of Rj \ Rj (0) and the connected component of Rj(0) whose closure contains T^x(0). Given w G B(0,S) we denote by Rj(w)
the set R* H ({w} x C).
The set orb(^,i?*) is homeomorphic to [0,S)K x C* for any j G Z/(2i/(y>)Z).
We denote by Reg6 (/xX, K) the set {R\,..., i?2i/(X)} (see P^ure (6) where we have
# i = ^6 and Rs = R4).
We want to define an integral ip* of the time form of X (i.e. X (?/>*) = 1) in an
element Rj of Reg6 (/xX, K) for j G Z. An integral of the time form then transforms
the vector field X in the regular vector field d/dy. The set Rj(x) is simply connected
for any x G [0,5)K. We fix a holomorphic integral ip* of the time form of X in a
neighborhood of Tj^O). We can extend ip* to a neighborhood of T^x(0) by doing
analytic continuation along the arc going from T6^1(0) to T^x(0) in counter clockwise sense. We want to define a holomorphic integral xp* of the time form of X in a
neighborhood of T^x(0) for j G Z; then we extend analytically ipf to Rj(x) for any
£ G [0,S)K. We obtain that ipf is continuous in il!- and holomorphic in (Rj)°.
Given ipf we denote by i)f(Te^l(x)) the result of evaluating at T^+1(x) the
analytic extension of \p* along the arc joining T^(0) and T^+1(0) in deUe(0) in
counter clock-wise sense. We require two conditions to the sequence {ipf}jeZ, namely
# ^f+2u(X) =VjXforanyi G Z*
• c(x) = ^i(T6£+10c)) - vjX (T^+1(x)) is independent of j G Z.
We define the function £x(x) = -iriv(X)-1 YlpeSin9xn({x}xB(o,e)) Res*(P). It is
holomorphic in a neighborhood of 0. It turns out that the previous conditions imply
c = Cx- Moreover the choice of tp* determines {ipf }jGZ5.7. Extension of the Fatou coordinates. — Fix a non-degenerate element ip
of Diffpi(C2,0). Denote X^ = f(x,y)d/dy and X = X^. There exists a unique A^
in the ideal (/) of the ring C{#, y} such that
(p(x, y) = (exp(tX)(t, x, y)) o (1 + Av?(x, y), x, y).
The previous formula is a consequence of the implicit function theorem.
Consider /i G S1 and a compact connected set K C S1 \ U(/JLX). We obtain
rl>f o ip =VjX+ 1 + A,, in R*j G Reg:(/xX, X).
Hence vjX is "almost" a Fatou coordinate of (p in Rj*. In this subsection we sketch
how to obtain a Fatou coordinate ipj of </? in i2j by slight deformation of ipf.
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Fix j G Z/(2v(X)Z). Consider a trajectory 7 of ^H(fiX) passing through a point
T^x(w) for some w € [0, S)K. The strip exp([0,1]X)(7) is a fundamental domain of
exp(X) in Rj(w). Denote by Sj(w) the strip enclosed by 7 and ^(7). Then Sj(w) is
a fundamental domain of (p in Rj(w). We can build a C°° diffeomorphism a1 from a

Si(w)

Y

ф(У)|

e27ii(yfoGy-i)
ES

Q

FIGURE

oo
aY(P?

ay(Q)
0
ay(y)

7. Constructing Fatou coordinates

neighborhood of exp([0,1]X)(7) in x = w to a neighborhood of Sj(w) in x = w and
such that
• o1 o exp(X) = (poo~y and cr(exp([0,1]X)(7)) = Sj(w).
• 1>?ov7-f/,x = 0(f).
The function ^ o cr"1 is a C°° Fatou coordinate of in the neighborhood of Sj(w),
i.e. (vjX o a"1) o (/? = ip? o a"1 + 1. We want to deform xjif o a'1 slightly in order to
obtain a holomorphic Fatou coordinate. Consider the diffeomorphism
27ri(V;f off г)
ou : orb(<£, Sj(w)) e
C*.
The complex dilatation tt7(z) = Ka-i(z) = (da^1 /dz)/(day1 /dz) of a7l satisfies
1^7 IO2) — 0(f(w,y)) where ifrf o a~1(wiy) = (ln2;)/(27ri). We can suppose that
supc* \K\ < 1/2 since /(0,0) = 0. Thus there exists a unique quasi-conformal mapping
d : P^C) -+ P^C) such that nd = «7, d(0) = 0, d(oo) = oo and d(l) = 1. By choice
do a7 is a biholomorphism from orb(<^, Sj(w)) to C*; there exists a Fatou coordinate
ipj in Sj(w) given by the formula ipj = (\n(d o a7))/(2ni). The Fatou coordinate
can be extended to a holomorphic function defined in Rj(w) by using the formula
ipj o ip = VJ + 1. The function ^J + 6 is also a Fatou coordinate of (p in Rj(w) for
any ò G C. The set {^J + ^}6gC does not depend on the choices of iftf and a1.
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We would like to have
(1)
lim
№(P)-*P?(P) = cleC.
PeSj(w), Img«f(P))-»±oo
In other words we want TpJ — ipf to have a continuous extension to Sj(w) fl Fix(</?).
The importance of the previous condition can be understood in terms of the Lavaurs
vector fields.
Definition 5.11. — There exists a unique vector field Xj defined in Rj(w) and such
that Xj(-0j) = 1. Therefore we have (p = exp(Xj) in Rj(w). Moreover, since X? is
unique then it is continuous in Rj and holomorphic in Rj. The vector field Xj is the
Lavaurs vector field associated to (p in Rj.
The vector field X\x=w is of the form a(y — yo)r(l + 0(y — yo))d/dy in the neighbor
hood of a point (w, yo) in Sj(w)nFix((p) for some a G C* and r G N. The equation (1)
implies that {Xj)\x=w is of the form a(y — yo)r(l + h{y))d/dy where h is a continuous
function defined in Rj{w) U (Sj(w) flFix(</?)) such that h(yo) = 0. The Lavaurs vector
field coincides with X until the first non-zero term. In absence of the equation (1) we
can only say that X? can be extended continuously to Sj (w) fl Fix(ip) as a singular
vector field. The analytic invariants can be expressed in terms of the Lavaurs vector
fields; as a consequence a better knowledge of their behavior provides more accurate
results. An example is given by the "quantitative" theorem 3.3.
Equation (1) holds if and only if the quasi-conformal mapping d : P1(C) —• P1(C)
is conformal at 0 and oo. To get the conformality at 0 is enough to prove that
\KJZ)\
l
1
da < oo
7T \z\<r i - M * ) l kl2
for any r G M+ (theorem 6.1 in page 232 of [4]). Such a property can be obtained if
1
1
; f\Sj(w) = O
(l + llnd)1*1/^)i+1/v(p)
(1 + h/f |)i+iM*>
Denote Sj = Uxelo^KSjix). Now suppose that there exists y\ G J9(0, e) \ {0} such
that (0,yi) ^ Sj(0) but (0,yi) belongs to Sj (of course such a behavior is ruled out
because of stability but that is precisely the point, to justify the choice of infinitesimal
stability). Then typically ffO, vi) ^ 0 whereas
(2)

K| = O

^(x.y) = oo
lim
(x,y)eSj, (a?,y)-»(0,i,i)
since (0,2/i) ^ Sj(0). In this context the estimate in the right hand side of condition
(2) does not hold and then we can not get the good estimates for Fatou coordinates
and Lavaurs vector fields in the neighborhood of the fixed points. The problem is
associated to the fact that limxG(o)(5)K,x->o ^^x[T^(x)] is bigger than rMx[r^£(0)].
In order to obtain condition (2) is not enough to ask for Sj fl {x = 0} C Sj(0)
(see picture (8)). The condition (2) is of quantitative type and it can be broken if we
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8. The point P is in Sj \ 5?(0)

have instable phenomena even in an infinitesimal scale, for instance if TMx P^x (x)]
does not converge "fast enough" to r ^ x P ^ x W ] when x G (0,8)K and x —> 0. An
erratic behavior of rMx P^x (x)] makes difficult to obtain similar Fatou coordinates
for (p and X. An example of bad convergence would be provided by the existence
of a sequence (wn,yn) G Sj tending to (0,0) and with 1/(1 + vj (wn, yn)\)1+1/uM
tending faster to 0 than \f(wn,yn)\- (see picture (9), it is somehow an infinitesimal
version of picture (8)). All these pathologies are excluded as a consequence of the
infinitesimal stability. The infinitesimal stability plays here a somehow analogous role
to the Rolle property in the multi-parabolic case. It is a property of non-wandering
type, forcing the trajectories of $1(/J,X) to go "fast" towards the fixed points. We
bound the "complexity" of trajectories of SR(/iX). Our quantitative study makes all
these ideas rigorous.
Jy|-e

|Y|=C|X|

FIGURE

9. There is no trajectory splitting y = \C\x
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Proposition 5.6. — Let <p be a non-degenerate element of Diffpi(C2,0). Consider
X<p = fd/dy, ii G S1 \ {—1,1} and a compact connected set K C S1 \U(fiX(p).
Then we have
A(p = 0(f) = 0(yo<p-y)

= 0

1
(1 + |v,X|) 1+ l
v(tp)

in Sj for any Rj G RegKfiX, K).
Fix w G [0, S)K. By the previous discussion there exists a Fatou coordinate xpj of
(p in Rj G RegKfiX, K) satisfying the condition (1). It is unique if we require
(3)

WP)-1 — vj X(P) = o.
hm
PeSj(w), Img(Vf (P))-+oo
The uniqueness implies that the Fatou coordinate tpj is continuous inRj*and holomorphic in Rj. In other words the uniqueness forces the holomorphic dépendance
with respect to w. A stronger property can be proved, namely the function xpj — xp*
admits a continuous extension to the fixed points.

Proposition 5.7. — Let if be a non-degenerate element of Diff pi(C2,0). Consider
fi G S1 \ {—1,1} and a compact connected set K C S1 \ U{fiX^). Then xpj — ip*
is continuous in Rj U (Fix((^) fl Rj) and holomorphic in its interior for any Rj in
Rege(fiX,K).
With respect to the previous proposition let us remark that a priori ipj — ipf is
defined only in Rj and not in the whole Rj when Rj G Reg2(fiX, K). But then there
exists a unique k G Z/(2u((p)Z)\{j} such that Rj\Rj(0) = Rk\Rk(0). The function
(tpj — ipf) — (tp^ — ip£) depends only on x and by condition (3) is identically 0. As a
consequence the function xpj — %p* is well-defined in Rj = Rj U . The next result
is the analogous of proposition 5.7 for Lavaurs vector fields.
Corollary 5.2. — Let ip G Diffpi(C2,0) be non-degenerate. Consider X^ = fd/dy.
Let fi G S1 \ {—1,1} and consider a compact connected set K C S1 \ U(fiXip). Then
Xj is of the form /(x,y)(l + q{x,y))d/dy where q is continuous in Rj U (Fix(^?) fl
Rj ) and holomorphic in its interior for any Rj G Rege (fiX, K). Moreover we have
9|Fix(<¿>)ni^ = 0.
Fix an irreducible component r = {y = h(x)} of Fix(<£>). Consider a system of
integrals of the time form{vjX}j€Z/(2v(x)z) °^ ^ constructed as described in subsection 5.6. There exists a unique family {bj}jeIi^2u(x)Z) °^ functions being continuous
in [0, S)K and holomorphic in (0, S)K° such that the family
def {vlj + bj}
{vj p}
rj<EZ/(2z,(X)Z)
?<EZ/(2i/(X)Z)
satisfies
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• ( ^ 1 " ^)|57n^TTnPix(v) = CXI*)FORA^ I € Z/(2i/fo>)Z).
• (</>/ - Vj )|r = 0 for any j G Z/(2i/(y?)Z).
We say that r is a privileged curve and that { ^ J } . ^ / ^ ^ ^ is a privileged system of
Fatou coordinates with respect to { ^ } . v z /VN^N and r.
,7GZ/(2i/(A)Z)
5.8. Extension of the Ecalle-Voronin invariants. — Fix a non-degenerate element tp of Diff pi(C2,0). Denote X = X^. Consider // G §1\{—1,1} and a compact
connected set X c S 1 \U(fiX). We denote D(y) = Z/(2i/(<p)Z). We define
J9_i(v?) = {j G Z/(2i/(<p)Z) : RpQ points at T£j(0) towards # , } .
We denote Dx((p) = D(<p) \ £>-i(</>)The mapping (x,ipj) conjugates y and (x,z + 1) in it- for any j G D(ip). The
set iJj(O) is contained in an attracting petal (resp. an repelling petal) Pj of <p\x=o
if j G D-i((p) (resp. j G D1 (y) For instance in the repelling case the set Pj is
composed by the points y G 5(0, e) satisfying that there exists k G N such that
<p~K(0yy) G R*(0) and <p~l(Q,y) G {0} x 5(0,e) for any 0 < I < fe. We have that
Pj HPk^0 implies keE{j- 1, j , j + 1}.
We can interpret <p\x=o as the diffeomorphism z + 1 defined in the manifold with
charts ipj'(Pj) for j G D(tp) and whose changes of charts commute with z + 1 and are
of the form ,0j+1(O, y) o (-0j(O,2/))_1 for j G D((p). Moreover, the function /0j+1(0,7/) o
(^J(0,2/))_1 is defined in ^/({0} x (P,- n P,+i)) - {slmgz > 1} for all s G {-1,1},
j G £>s(y?) and someIER+.
The map e2?m^ (0,y) is a biholomorphism from orb(<£>,Rj(0)) = orb(y>|x=o,Pj) to
C*. Thus orb(<p, x = 0) is the union of orb(<£>, R*(0)) ~ C* for j G Z%). We have that
orb(y?,^(0))norb(y?,^+1(0)) ^ 0inorb(y?,x = 0) since Pj-nP^+i ^ 0forj G £>(y>).
Suppose j G Di(<p); then the germs of orb(y?,i^(0)) ~ C* and orb(<^, P*+1(0)) ~ C*
at 0 are identified by a germ Tj G Diff (C,0) defined in a domain 5(0, e~27r/). For
j G IL-ifa) the germs of orb(y>, #*(0)) ~ C* and orb(<^, Rj+1(0)) ~ C* at oo are
identified by a germ Tj G Diff (C, oo) defined in a domain {\z\ > e27rJ}. The space of
orbits orb(<£, x = 0) is a string of spheres glued by the system of changes of charts
{Tj}jeD^y
Indeed the string of spheres provides a complete system of analytic
invariants for the classification of elements of Diff i(C, 0). This is the Martinet-Ramis
[6] presentation of the Ecalle-Voronin invariants. We will apply the same program to
non-degenerate elements of Diffpi(C2,0).
Let Rj G RegKfiX.K). There exists a seed 5,- containing {OLX(RJ),UJX(RJ)} but
such that ax (Rj(x)) and ux(Rj (x)) are in different seeds among the sons of Sj for any
x G (0,5)K. Consider the compact-like set Cj associated to Sj. We define Rj = {Q G
Rj : T^X[Q] C Cj} and Rbj as the connected component of Rj \ Rj whose closure
contains T^(x) for any x G [0,6)K. We define R) = Rj for Rj G Regi(/iX, K).
Denote by Rjj+i the connected component of the set ([0, S)K x 5(0, e)) \ (Rj U
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FIGURE

10. Space of orbits of (p\x=0 with identifications in black

Rj+i U Fix(<^)) such that Rjj+i(x) contains the arc in dUe(x) going from T ^ ( x ) to
T^+1(x) in counter clock-wise sense for any point x G [0,S)K.
The restriction of RX to Rj U R*j+i U Rjj+i satisfies the no-return property (see
subsection 4.2) if and only if Rj ^ Rj+i> This is the reason because we introduced
the sets R!j since the restriction of $l(X) to Rbj U Rbj+i ^ ^ J+I satisfies the no-return
property for any j G £>(<£)• Thus orb((p,Rj) and orb(<£,#j+1) are embedded in
orb((p,R}j U i^+i U iij^+i) and their intersection is not empty. Define the change of
charts vuj^K{x, z) = e27riV,?+i o (x, c2iri^)0(-i) between orb(<p, #*) and orb(<^, #*+1)
for any j G £>(<£). We have
orb(<^,#*) norb(<p,#*+1) - [<>,<$)# x {0 < |z|s < h}
or more precisely VP^^X is defined in [0, <5)7ir x {0 < \z\s < h} for all s G {—1,1},
j G Ds(cp) and some h > 0.
The value of Vj ~~ Vj at the fixed point (Rjj+i fl Fix(</?)) fl {x = w} is equal to
Cx(w) for any w G [0,8)K. The previous discussion implies:
Proposition 5.8. — Let ip G Diffpi(C2,0) 6e non-degenerate. Fix ji G S1 \ {—1,1} and
a compact connected set if C S1 \U(fiX(p). Then there exists h G M+ such that for
all s G {—1,1} and j G Ds(tp) we have
• Wy,µ,K e C ° ( M t f x {\z\> < h ft})nO((0,^ x {\z\> < h}).
• w3 M K(0, z) does not depend on \x and K.
•Wy,µ,K«oisoftheforme2 n ^ W z ( l + E i = i f c ^(x)zsl).
• &£z,M,* € ^([0, D)K n O((0, J)lf0) /or any I G N.
We define the fi-space of orbits of at K as the variety obtained by taking an
atlas composed of charts orb(<£>, Rlj) ~ [0,5)K x C* for j G D(<p) and the changes
of charts (x,n7^ K) identifying subsets of orb(<£>, i?p and orb(^,i?^+1) for any j in
D(ip). The /i-space and the space of orbits of (p coincide for x = 0. They are different
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for x = w G (0, S)K since the //-space of orbits does not contain the identifications
orb(<p, R* \ P*(0)) ~ orb(^, R*k \ R*K(0))
for Rj = Rke Rege2(fiX, K) with R* ^ R*k. We have that V>£ - V>J = ^
pure meromorphic function in C{a:}[a;_1]. As a consequence we obtain
(x,e2^nk) o (x,e2iri+t)°(-iy> =

- V>f is a

(x,e2lFi№-+?№z).

The //-space of orbits of <p at if is the space of orbits of <p restricted to

FIGURE

11. The /x-space of orbits restricted to x = w

BU, K = ([0,6)K x 5(0,e)) \ ((URjeReg^XìK)R)) UFixfc)).
Moreover the restriction of ip to B^^K satisfies the no-return property. Thus the
/x-space of orbits depend nicely on the parameter x. By removing U#JEREG|(^x,i<:)-Rj
we dismiss the complexity related to small divisors problems. Of course we can
recover any dynamical information attached to the system by adding the "singular"
identifications (x,e2ni^ ~^){x) z) for any Rj G Rege2(/zX, K) where Rk = Rj and
Rl # Rj*.
Remark 5.2. — Given a direction x G ÀR+ with A G S 1 the set
{/ÌGS1

:XeU(fiX)}

is finite. The choices of /x in the same connected component of
e^l) \ {L G S1 : A G U{iX)}
provide equivalent definitions of the \i-space of orbits in the neighborhood of the direction x G AR+. Thus there are finitely many choices of the fi-space of orbits.
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The diffeomorphism

is of the form (x, z +1) in a manifold with changes of charts
(x, E•3
x, u, )K= (x, v jy+ 1)o(x,i/>

3

-1

for j G D(<p). Since
lnz
= e2nizO43
w 3(f,/jL,K
y, p, ko X, 2?ri
then proposition 5.8 implies
Proposition 5.9. — Let tp G Diff pi(C2,0) be non-degenerate. Fix fi G S1 \ {—1,1} and
a compact connected set K C S1 \U{fiX^). Then there exists I G M+ such that for
all s G {—1,1} and j G Ds((p) we have
•
•
•
•
•

4.M,^a?^ + 1) = ^,M^(a;^) + 1f£fM,* G C°([0,«)JR: x {slmz > /})nO((0,J)Ko x {slrn* > /}).
^ \i K(®'z) does not depend on /x and K.
tC,K is of the form z + C x » + EZi
^ W e ^ .
AT,z,M,x e C0([0,<S)JR0 nO((0,6)K°) for any I G N.

5.9. Analytic conjugacy. — Fix a non-degenerate element cp of Diff pi(C2,0).
Denote X = X^. Consider /x G S1\{—1,1} and a compact connected K C S1\U(fj,X).
The /x-space of orbits of ip at K is a rigid object since it is composed of copies of
[0, S)K x C* and the set of biholomorphisms of C* fixing 0 and oo is isomorphic
to C*. The rigidity implies that the /x-space of orbits determines the analytic class
of conjugacy of (p. We obtain a complete system of analytic invariants for nondegenerate elements of Diff pi(C2,0). Roughly speaking it is a fibered version of the
Ecalle-Voronin system of invariants.
Let <p,r] be non-degenerate elements of Diff pi(C2,0). Suppose that ip and n are
formally conjugated. Then there exists a G Diff (C2,0) satisfying a o cp = rj o a and
whose action on Fix(<^) is analytic [9] [11]. More precisely there exists an element a
of Diff (C2,0) such that
(a) x o a = x o a ,
(b) y o <T — y o a belongs to the ideal associated to the analytic set Fix(<£>).
Indeed the mapping a satisfies [9] [11]
(1) x o a G C{x}
(2) {yorj-y)oa
= (yo(p-y)
(3) Res(X7?,o-(P)) = Res(X^,P) for any P G Fix(<p).
Moreover, given a holding conditions (1), (2) and (3) there exists b G Diff (C2,0)
conjugating (p and rj and such that a and a satisfy the conditions (a) and (b). Then
up to identify such a and replacing n with a~x o rj o a we can suppose
(A) (yorj-y) = (yo<p-y)
(B) Respf^P) = Respf^P) for any P G Fix(<p) (see def. 4.4).
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The ideal (X(p(y)) = (y o <p — y) and the function Res(Xip) : Fix(<p) —> C compose a
complete system of analytic invariants of X^. As a consequence if the conditions (A)
and (B) are satisfied there exists a = (x, o"i(x, y)) G Diff (C2,0) such that cr|Fix(v?) = Id
and and fr^X^ = Xv. Then up to replace rj with cr-1 o rj o a we can suppose that
X(p ==. XJJ.
Definition 5.12. — Let ip,rj G Diffpi(C2,0) be non-degenerate. We say that cp and
rj have common normal form exp(X) if there exists a vector field X G Xpi(C2,Q)
satisfying the proximity condition for both (p and n. We say that a formal conjugation
a G Diff (C2,0) between (p and rj is normalized if d"|Fbc(<p) = Id. We denote by Z(ip)
the group of normalized elements o/Diff (C2,0) commuting with (p.
The previous discussion implies that we can suppose that when dealing with formal
conjugacy problems we can reduce the problem to diffeomorphisms ip, rj with common
normal form and the equivalence ~an instead of analytic classification.
Let ip,rj be non-degenerate elements of Diffpi(C2,0) with common normal form.
Suppose that <p~forV by a G Diff(C2,0). The set of normalized elements of
Diff (C2,0) conjugating (p and rj is equal to Z(n) o a. Then it makes sense to analyze
the nature of Z(rj).
Proposition 5.10. — Let ip be a non-degenerate element of Diff pi(C2,0). Suppose
N{ip) = 1. Then we obtain that Z(ip) is the semi-direct product of a finite group
of order v{ip) and {exp(c(x) log ip) : c G C[[x]]}. Moreover Z((p) is commutative.
Proposition 5.11. — Let ip be a non-degenerate element of Diff pi(C2,0). Suppose
N((p) > 1. Then we obtain Z(ip) = {exp(c(x)logip) : c G C[[x]]}. In particular
Z(ip) is commutative.
Let (p,n be non-degenerate elements of DifTpl(C2,0) with common normal form
exp(X). Fix \x G S1 \ {—1,1} and a compact connected set K C S1 \ U{fiX). We
choose a system {t/jf} jEd(y). as described in subsection 5.6. By fixing a privileged
curve r in Fix((p) we can construct i'll;j>}jeD^ an(^ ^]^jeD(<p) (su^sec^on 5.7). We
can define the mapping
<TÁ4><ri) = (х.ф7!) 1о(х,'ф?)
defined in Rj G Reg€(/xX, K) for any j G D((p) and some e > 0 independent of j . As
usual the diffeomorphism 0j((p,rj) admits an extension to a bigger domain by using
the formula aj(cp,rj) o ip = rj o aj((p,rj). Suppose that <£~an?7 by a G Diff(C2,0).
Supposed N(ip) > 1, it satisfies
a\R. = exp(c(x)X]) o aj(ip,rj)
for any j G D((p) and some c G C{x} independent of j and K. In the case N(tp) = 1
the group Z(rj) contains a finite group; thus a satisfies
a\R. = exp(c(x)X]) o [ ( x , ^ ) " 1 o (x,^?)] oaj(ip,ri)
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for any j G D(ip) and some c G C{x} and I G Z/(v((p)Z) independent of j and K.
The latter equation can be rewritten in the form
o-\Rj = ( z , ^ ) - 1 ° (x, vJ + c(x))
since exp(c(x)Xj) = (x,vnj)-1 ° (x, ip7- + c(x)). Then we obtain <^~an?7 if the equations
(4)

( z , ^ ) - 1 o ( x , ^ + c{x)) = ( x , ^ ! ^ ) - 1 o(x,vyj+1+ c(x)) Vj e 2%)

hold true in the intersections of their domains of definition for some c G C{x} and /
in Z/(v(ip)Z) (note that / = 0 if N((p) > 1). The equation (4) is equivalent to
CU.K(^*

+ <x)) = du,K(x, z) + c(x) Vj 6 D{<p).

As a consequence we obtain
Theorem 5.3. — Let ip, n G Diff pi(C2,0) be non-degenerate with common normal form
exp(X). Suppose N(<p) = 1. Then <£~an?7 if and only if
E•3+1(x,z + c(x)) = £ 3 (x,z) + c(x) VjeD(<p)
Y, i, S
y, i, Sl
for some c G C{x} and I G Z/(v((p)Z).
Theorem 5.4. — Let ip, rj G Diffpi(C2,0) be non-degenerate with common normal form
exp(X). Fix /iG S1 \ {—1,1} and a compact connected set K C S1 \ U(fiX). Suppose
N(ip) > 1. Then (p~anri if and only if there exists c G C{x} such that
^L,*:^

z + с(х)) = ^,к(х>z)

+ Ф (x)

for any j G D(cp).
Corollary 5.3. — Let ip G Diffpi(C2,0) be non-degenerate. Fix /x G S1 \ {—1,1} and
a compact connected set K C S1 \U(fiXip). Then logip G X(C2,0) if and only if
£W,K(XIZ) = Z + CX^(X) for any j G D(cp).
Proof of the corollary. — The infinitesimal generator log (p of (p is analytic if and only
if (/?~anexp(X¥?). Indeed if logip is analytic then logcp and Xt satisfy conditions (A)
and (B). Thus we obtain log^anX^ and then (p^ginexp(X(p). The corollary is now
a consequence of £3exp(X ^ ^ K(x,z) = z + Cx^ix) for any j G D(ip) and theorems 5.3
and 5.4.
" * '
•
The theorem 5.3 is a parametrized version of the Ecalle-Voronin theorem of analytic classification. The proof of the implication => in theorem 5.4 is simple. The
implication <= is trickier since a priori the conjugating mapping a is defined in a set
[0, ô)K x J3(0, e). Anyway, given a compact connected J C U(ii'X) the existence of a
implies that
tL'.Ax>z + <x)) = Ej, h, j + c(x)
in {x G [0,6)(K fl J)} for any j G D(ip). By analytic continuation we can extend
the previous equalities to {x G [0, 5)J}. We then construct a conjugation aj between
<p and r) and defined in a set [0,6) J x i?(0, e). The mappings a and crj coincide, we
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have extended a to [0,S)(K U J) x 5(0, e). By iterating this process we obtain that
a belongs to Diff (C2,0).
We discuss next why theorem 3.3 holds true. Let r G M+ such that there exists an
injective KW defined in 5(0, r), with {Kw)\F\X{IP)C\{X=W} = Id and conjugating (f\x=w
and r]\x=w for any w ^ 0. The existence of KW for w ^ 0 implies that (p and 77
satisfy conditions (A) and (B). As a consequence we can suppose that <p and 77 have
a common normal form exp(X). It can be proved that the mappings KW have a
moderated behavior. More precisely, by considering a smaller r > 0 if necessary we
can suppose that there exists R > 0 such that KW(B(0,r)) C 5(0, R) for any w ^ 0.
Fix /x G S1\{—1,1} and a compact connected set K C S^i^/x-X^). Given w G (0,8)K
thenft-U,satisfies
(^)|^(U;)(y) = exp(c(w)X]) o ( [ ( x , ^ ^ ) ) " 1 o

(x,^])]oaj((p,ri)(w,y))

for some c(w) G C, l(w) G Z/(v((p)Z) and any j G D{ip). Indeed we have
CiXV«+c(^))=4,/.,*(w>z)+cH ^ ' j ' ) e ( ° » x
dmWe can suppose that both log ip and log77 are non-analytic (divergent), otherwise both
of them are analytic by corollary 5.3 and theorems 5.3 and 5.4. In such a case \ogip
and log 77 satisfy conditions (A) and (B) and then (p~anrj. The mappings
[fa V^™))"1 0 fa ^])\ 0 °jfa ^(w, y)
are moderated, i.e. their images are contained in 5(0, R) for all w G (0, S)K and
j G D(<p) (maybe by considering a smaller r > 0). Moreover since X is very similar
to Xj in Rj (prop. 5.7 and cor. 5.2) then
(5)

exp{c(w)X)({w} x 5(0,r)) C {w} x 5(0,R)

for any w G (0, S)K. We obtain the expression (5) for any w ^ 0 by considering other
compact sets. Now it is not complicated to prove that the previous condition implies
that c is bounded in a pointed neighborhood of 0. The existence of KW for w ^ 0 also
implies the existence of a function dfaj and / G Z/(z/(y?)Z) such that
C U f o 2 + d(*)) = ^.m,*:^' z) + d(a;) VJ €
W
The function d is defined in the universal covering of 5(0, S)\T where T is a closed
set such that T \ {0} is discrete. It turns out that since 77 is not analytically trivial
the function Im(d) is well-defined in 5(0,5) \ T. Moreover the boundness of c implies
that Im(d) is bounded in 5(0, S)\T. By using the last property we deduce that d can
be extended to a neighborhood of the origin to obtain an element of C{x}. Theorems
5.3 and 5.4 imply that <£>~an?76. Compactification of the Ecalle-Voronin invariants
Let (p be a non-degenerate element of Diff pi(C2,0). Suppose that there exists a
parabolic component 7 = {y = h(x)} of Fix(y?) (see def. 5.1). Given w G 5(0, S)
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we can consider the germ <P(Wjh(w)) of <p\x=w in the neighborhood of y = h(w). This
section is devoted to sketch the proof of the following theorem:
Theorem 6.1. — Let <p,rj £ Diff pi(C2,0) be non-degenerate with common normal form
exp(X). Suppose that there exists a parabolic irreducible component 7 of Fix(^).
Suppose also that ipo is highly non-trivial and N((p) = 2. Then <£~an?7 if and only if
<Pq a~ tjq for any Q in a pointed neighborhood ofO in 7.
Definition 6.1. — We denote (j) a~~ r for </>,T G Diff (C, 0) if there exists a mapping in
Diff i(C,0) conjugating <\) and r.
Definition 6.2. — We say that <j> G Diffi(C,0) is highly non-trivial if no change of
charts associated to (f) is a translation. Given <p G Diffpi(C2,0) the highly nontriviality of ip\x=o is equivalent to £ ^ ^ ( 0 , 2 ) ^ z + Cx^(0) for any j G D(<p). This
condition is generic and independent of the choices of /JL G S1 and K C S1 \ U(fiX).
Definition 6.3. — Let ip be a non-degenerate element o/Diffpi(C2,0). Given an irreducible component 7 o/Fix(</?) we define ^ ( 7 ) as the only natural number such that
y o (p - y G J(7)M7)+i ^ j(^y^{i)+2 w h e r e I(y) is the ideal of y.
Remark 6.1. — There is a version of theorem 6.1 for the case N{ap) = 1. It is much
less interesting since in that case the number of changes of charts associated to (pQ
for Q G 7 \ {(0,0)} and to tp coincide. Roughly speaking, the analytic invariants of (p
are the union of the Ecalle-Voroning invariants of
for Q G 7 \ {(0,0)}.
Remark 6.2. — The case N(ip) = 2 is generic among the diffeomorphisms satisfying
N(<p) > 1.
The implication => in theorem 6.1 is trivial. We focus on the implication <=.
Suppose without lack of generality that 7 = {y = 0}. Consider a compact connected
set Kl C S1 \U(iX).
Consider also a compact connected set Kf C K C S1 such
that there exists a continuous function fiK : K
Sl \{—1,1} satisfying that A ^
U{iik{X)X) for any A € K. We also require the condition l^{i) n K' ^ 0.
We can order the petals Pi(w), ..., P*v (7)(w) of <P(Wyh(w)) m counter clock-wise
sense. These petals are open sets and they depend continuously on w. More precisely
the sets Pf, ..., P£, M are open in C2. Each petal Pf n (%8)K' x P(0,e)) with
j G Z/(2^(7)Z) contains a region RV(kj) of Reg\(iXrK'). We choose V^(j^) as
a Fatou coordinate of <p in RV(k,j)> it can be extended to Pj 0 ([Q,S)Kf x P(0,e))
by using ^(Kj) 0 ^ ~ $v(K j) +1 Moreover, the Fatou coordinate ^(/cj) can
be extended continuously to Pf fl ([Q,8)K x B(0, e)) and is holomorphic in the set
Pf fl ((0, S)K° x P(0, e)). This is a consequence of the fact that /x-spaces of orbits
and Fatou coordinates in [0,<5)A x P(0, e) for A G S1 do not depend on /x but on
the connected component of {/xo G S1 : A £ U(/JLQX)} containing /i (see remark 5.2).
Define d(K,j) as the smallest natural number such that
v(KJ + 1) - v(KJ) = d(KJ) + 2v(ip)Z.
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Suppose that v(K,j) G Ds((p); we have that the change of charts
C'Y,*0e' Z) = ^(K.i+l) 0 (X> ^v(K.i))(X,vuy(K,j*)-1(x,z)
associated to the petals P- and PT+i is of the form
E•j
p, y,K(x,z) = z + ÇK,j(x) +

oo

Y
(x)e2nislz
aj,k,
y,K
1=1
where CKJ(X) belongs to C{x}[x l] and does not depend on tp but only on Xp (indeed
it does not exactly depend on X^ but on Fix(</?) and Res^). In the case d(K,j) = 1
(6)

we have CK,J(x) = CxAx) ANDEV(K,J)=C T , Y ,K.
6.1. Strategy of the proof of theorem 6.1. — . It is easy to construct a con
jugation a defined in a neighborhood of 7 \ (T U {(0,0)}) where T is a discrete set in
7 \ ((0,0)}. The mapping; a is of the form
°\P*П([0,<5)КхВ(0,е)) = exp{c(x)X¿,Kj)) O [(ж, % { K J ) ) - 1 О (X, V£(KJ))J
The function c is holomorphic in the universal covering of 7 \ (T U {(0,0)}) and it
does not depend on the choices of j and K. Suppose that we can prove that c(x) is
a holomorphic function defined in the neighborhood of 0, this is the key step. The
map <7ipv has an asymptotic development a at 7. Moreover a is the only formal
diffeomorphism conjugating cp and rj of the form
exp(c(x) log rj) o(x,y + a(x, y))
where a G (j/)1^^)*2 c C[[x,?/]] and log 77 is the infinitesimal generator of 77. Now a
is defined in a neighborhood of 7 \ {(0,0)} and a is its asymptotic development at
7. We deduce that a = a. As a consequence y o a converges in a neighborhood of
7 \ {(0,0)}. By the modulus maximum principle (see proof of theorem 3.2) we obtain
that a belongs to Diff (C2,0).
A priori controlling c when x —• 0 is difficult since c is expected to behave as
an essential singularity. We will use the extension of the Ecalle-Voronin invariants
provided in subsection 5.8 in sectors [0,5)K x J5(0, e) to extend to x = 0 some of
the changes of charts £^)7?x (namely the ones satisfying v(K,j 4-1) = v(K,j) + 1).
Then, the highly non-triviality of (fo implies that c(x) is a holomorphic function in
the neighborhood of 0.
6.2. Geometrical motivation. — The vector field X is of the form
X = u(x,y)yv^+1(y

- q(x))nd/dy

where u is a unit of C{x,y}. Denote by K the order of the series q at 0. The vector
field X has associated K polynomial vector fields AmiYi(l), ..., \mKYK(l). We have
Yk{\) = Afc(^(7)+n)7j(0,0)^(7)+n+19/at
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for 1 < k < K. The vector field Yk(l) has a unique singular point at 0 such that
Res(Yfc(l), 0) = 0 for any 1 < k < K. As a consequence we obtain that
Uk(fiX) = {X0eS1:fie

U(Yk(X0))} and U£{X) = {/i0 € S1 : A G Uk(^X)}

are empty for all (A,/x) G S1 x S1 and 1 < k < K. The dynamics of $t(tiYk(X)) is the
dynamics of a Fatou flower for all 1 < k < K and (A, ji) G S1 x S1. Then the compactlike set to which Yk(X) is associated behaves as a product-like set when dealing with
the dynamics of ^St(fiX) for /i G S1 and k < K. The dynamics of 5R(/xA')|[o,(5)AxB(o,€) is
determined by the dynamics of ^(//Y^A)). The vector field YK(X) is of the form
YK(X) = A"(^(7)+n^0,0)i^(7)+1(t - t0)nd/dt
where to is the coefficient of xK in q(x). The set UK(fiX) has 2mK = 2^(1/^(7) -I- n)
points whereas U^(X) has 2 points for any (A,/x) G S1 x S1.
Consider a direction A0 0 U(iX) and Ai = eZ7r/m"A0. We have Ai 0 U(iX) and
iA^KYK(l) = — ZA™"YK(1). AS a consequence the vector fields 5R(iX)|[0j<$)A0x£(o,e)
and 5t(^X)|[0,(5)AixB(o,e) are expected to be qualitatively analogous. Let us be more
precise. Denote As = AoelS7r/m* for s G [0,1]. The set of tangent points between
$l(iYK(Xs)) and B(0, p) for p >> 0 is composed of 2(1/^(7) + n) points. They are very
close to the points of the set
Ts def

u(0,0)t^>+n)
Im(Aк\Уч>\П)+п)
s
1*1 = p-

=0

Moreover, we obtain Ts = e - ^ / ^ M + ^ T b . A point *° G T0 corresponds by con
tinuous extension to the point e-^/C^vM+n^o G Ts. We have T± = -T0 = T0
but it turns out that e-i7r/^^+nH° is not equal to t°, indeed t° is the point fol
lowing e~*7r/(^(7)+n)t° in T0 when we consider the points of T0 ordered in counter
clock-wise sense. The dynamics of ^(^)^5QX0}XB(O e) ls toP0l°gicalry equivalent by
a mapping HSo to the dynamics of ^(^)^6oXlyxB^0 e) for S0 G (0,6) but the role
of the points of Tfx is not preserved by Hs0. The previous discussion implies that
H5o{T%{60X0)) = T^+1(60X1) for j G D(<p). Every petal of exp(Y„(As)) at t = 0
contains the germ of a line R+u for some u G S1 in the set
Ls d= {u G S1 : A^(^(7)+n)7j(0,0)(-to)na;^(7) G R}.
We get Ls = e-i7TS^^L0 and Li = e'in/v(y) Lo. Therefore we obtain
HSo(Pf(60Xo)) = P/+i(*oAi) Vj G Z/(2iv(7)Z).
The dynamics of ^(^),{5oAo}x^y and K(zX)|{5(jAi}x5^j in an example are rep
resented in picture (12).
Denote r = ZT0 for r0 = Res(F^(l),0)/|Res(y«(l),0)|. We obtain
{(A, /i) G S1 x S1 : A G U (µX)} = {(A, //) G S1 x S1 : Am> G {-r, r}}.
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FIGURE 12. ЩгХ)]{6оХ}х-щ^ for X = -гу3{у - х2)д/ду and Л G {1, e¿7r/6, e¿7r/3}

We choose A0 G Uk (X). We define K'j = {\Qe™Hm«} for j G Z/(2mKZ). We have
( U ^ S T 1 ^ ) n Z/(tX) = 0. We can define Kj to be any compact connected set
containing K'j and contained in the open set Vj = \oe™J/™«e™(-iA)/™n of gi The
continuous function /ij = uK, is given by
Vj(\0ei7TJ/m"ei7Cs/mk) = einil-s)/2 for s G (-1,1)
for j G Z/(2raKZ). We have ^(Vj) C S1 \ {-1,1} and A g U{^{\)X) for any
A G V} by construction. Every point A in S1 \ U2™^-1!^' = S1 \ U(X) is contained
exactly in two open sets Vk and V^+i (among all the sets of the form Vi) for some k
in Z/(2ra^Z). Since U^(X) contains exactly one point in e^0,71^ then {£^ I Kk}j€D^
and {^5i,Kfe+1}jGD^) are tne two systems of changes of charts associated to the
direction x G AM+. A point \oetnk/rnK belongs to Vk and does not belong to V\ for
/ G Z/(2raKZ) \ {k}. The set U£oeiwk/m« (X) does not contain points e^n\ Indeed
{^^Xfc}^^)^) is the unique system of changes of charts associated to the direction
x G A0ei7rfc/m"R+.
Let us focus on the example X = —iy3(y — x2)d/dy with 7 = {y = 0}. We have
{(A, /i) G S1 x S1 : A G U(fiX)} = {(A, /*) G S1 x S1 : A6/i G {-1,1}}.
We define A0 = 1. Consider the notations in the picture (12). Given k G {3,7,11}
there exists a function E1y defined in the union of the domains of definition of
&7,*FC-I> Qn,KK ^ d Qn,Kk+1. We obtain
• (^,7,n)|{xG[o,5)Kfe} = £ptliKk = Q,i,Kk for k e (10> n»0}• (&7,3)|{*€[0,*)/rfc} = ^,7,xfc = &i,KK for * G {2,3,4}.
• (Q„t7)\{xe[o,6)Kk} = Q„,Kk = $>,i,Kk for * € {6,7,8}.
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The union of the domains of definition of ££)7jn, ££,7,з and £<J>,7,7 *s OI" the f°rm
{x G [0, S) ([K2 UK3U K4] U [K6 U K7 U if8] U [tf10 U

U if0])} X {Im* < -1}

for some J G M+. Analogously given к G {0,4,8} there exists a function f£ 7fcdefined
in the union of the domains of definition of ^ 7 Kfci,E1y,s,Kkand £^ 7 #-fc . We have
• (f£l7|0)|{*€[0,*)tffc} = f£j7f*fc = tf,tiiKk for * G {П>°> !}•
• (^,7,4)|{xG[0,<5)Xfc} = ^,7,Kfe =E6y,s,Kkforfc6 {3,4,5}.
• ($,,Ъ8)\{хер,б)кк} = $Ъ„,кк =E4y,s,Kkfor * € {7,8,9}.
The union of the domains of definition of ££>7jo» ^¿,7,4 and ^,7,8 *s °f tne f°rm
{xG [ O ^ j p s U ^ U ^ l U ^ U ^ U K g l U ^ i i U ^ o U K ! ] ) } x { 1 т г > / }
for some / G M+. Let us remark that \^=0Кк — S1. Moreover, in every sector
{x G [0,5)Кь} either the change of charts between the Fatou coordinates of P1 and
Р£ or the change of charts between the Fatou coordinates of P$ and P£ admits a
continuous extension to x = 0. This kind of argument fact is key to prove theorem 6.1.
6.3. Proof of theorem 6.1. — The first part of the proof is a technical lemma.
Lemma 6.1. — Let (p G Diffpi(C2,0) be non-degenerate. Suppose that there exists a
parabolic irreducible component 7 o/Fix(y>). Then logy? belongs to X(C2,0) if and
only if log (fQ is analytic for any Q G 7.
Proof. — The implication
is trivial. Let us prove the implication <^=. We can
suppose that 7 = {y = 0} without lack of generality. The infinitesimal generator
logy? is of the form f(x,y)d/dy for some / G С[[ж,2/]]. By hypothesis the function /
is analytic in a neighborhood of 7 \ {(0,0)}. This implies / G C{x, y} by the modulus
maximum principle (see proof of theorem 3.2).
•
Consider the compact sets Kk for к G Z/(2mKZ) defined in subsection 6.2. We can
define (see equation 6)
El = {I € N : 3j € Z/(2iv(7)Z) :ayj,l,y,Kk#0}.
We claim that E% does not depend on k. We have
Q,>r,Kk+i (ж>Z + CJAX)) = £Ъ1Ъкк (xiz) + djAx)
for all j G Z/(2i/^(7)Z) and к G Z/(2raKZ) and some functions Cjtk and djjk defined
in (0,6)(Kk fliffc+i). Thus we obtain E% = E*+1 for any к G Z/(2m«Z). The highly
non-triviality of y?o implies logy? 0 Л^С^О). The sets E% are not empty. We define
^ ) = g c d ( < ) = ... = g c d ( ^ M J .
Since (fQ a~ TJQ for Q G 7 \ {(0,0)} there exists a function d : B(0,5) \ {0} —> С
such that
3
(x,z) + c'(x)
(x,z + c\x)) = í j
En,y,Kk
(7)
p,y,Kk
for all j G Z/(2^(7)Z) and A: G Z/(2ra«Z). A priori the function c' is not even
continuous.
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Fix k G Z/(2mKZ). Each j G Z/(2i/^(7)Z) except one satisfies that d(Kk,j) = 1.
Choose jo € Z/(2i/^(7)Z) such that d(Kk,j0) = 1. Since y?0 is highly non-trivial then
we obtain f£^fcio)(0, 2) ^ z + Cx(0). We deduce the existence of I € N such that
aio,J,7,KFC(^) ^ ^' denote by 5 tne Point of {-1,1} sucn tnat v(Kk,3o) £ Ds(ip). By
equation (7) we obtain
an
e—2TTisic ={x) j0,l,y,Kk(x)
aj0,l,y,Kk
for any x G (0,5)Kk. As a consequence the function e 27r**Zc (*) is continuous in
[0,6)Kk, it is holomorphic in (0,<J)ifJg and e-27risZc'^)((0, J ) ^ ) C C*. By definition
of g(ip) there exists /1, ..., lq in E% and integer numbers pi, ..pq such that (j(<p) =
Pill + .. .pqlq. Choose je such that o,ijele/yKk ^ 0 for e G {1,... ,
Denote by se
the element of {-1,1} such that v(Kk,je) € D8 Up). We obtain
SqSpq
(e—27risilic (x)\s\spi (e —2nisqlqc (x)
e— 2irisg((p)c=(x)
and then e — 2itisg((p)c'is(x)
well-defined in (0,6)Kk since we have
SqSpq
s1 Sp1 Cn
a•n
jq,lq,y,Kk(x)
e— 2-Kisg{(p)c (x) yji,fi,7,Kfc (x)
aj1,l1,y,Kk
a'jq,lq,7,Kk
The equality (e-*™gMc'{x)y = (e-2™^'(*))<?(<;>) implies that e-27r^(¥?)c,(x) ig a
complex-valued function that is continuous in [0, S)Kk and holomorphic in (0, S)K%.
Moreover, it satisfies e-2™9i<pW(x)((o,5)Kk) C C*.
The previous argument can be repeated for every Kk with k G Z/(2ra«Z). As a
consequence e27Tl9^c ^ is a meromorphic function in a neighborhood of 0 such that
e-27r^Mc'(o) e c Since we can choose j'0 G z/(2i/¥,(7)Z) such that d(#fc+1,j£) = 1
and ^(iffc+i^o) G D_s((p) then we obtain also e2™sP(v)c'(o) G ^ As a consequence
e2>mg(ip)c (x) -g a unit of C {x,y] and there exists a function c G C{x} such that
e2<7rig(ip)c(x) ^ e27rig(ip)c' (x) ^
The function c is the function we are looking for.

•
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